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Abstract of the Dissertation
Reconstructing Aquaporin 2 Trafficking and
AHNAK Function in 3T3-L1 Adipocytes
by
Donne Bennett De Leon Caces
Doctor of Philosophy
in
Molecular and Cellular Pharmacology
Stony Brook University
2007
Using the 3T3-L1 adipocyte cell system, this dissertation reports novel
insights obtained regarding the trafficking and compartmentalization of aquaporin
2 and the biological function of AHNAK. AQP2 is a facilitative water channel
expressed naturally in the renal collecting duct epithelium. When expressed in
adipocytes, AQP2 is sorted in a compartment that is distinct from endosomal
vesicles and the insulin-responsive GLUT4 storage compartment. Additionally, it
displays cAMP-dependent translocation in a manner similar to its behavior in
renal epithelial cells. After synthesis, AQP2 gains direct access to the cAMPregulated compartment and acquires forskolin-responsiveness within 3 hours.
This is in contrast to GLUT4, which undergoes a slow 6-9 hour biosynthetic
sorting step before acquiring insulin-responsiveness. Altogether, these data
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demonstrate that adipocytes are equipped with two different molecular sorting
apparatuses to direct hormone-sensitive partitioning of GLUT4 and AQP2.
AHNAK is a ubiquitously expressed phosphoprotein that

physically

interacts with actin and is reported to be an Akt substrate in epithelial cells. A
proteomic analysis of lipid raft fractions from adipocytes identified AHNAK as a
potential player in insulin signaling and GLUT4 trafficking. During adipogenesis
AHNAK is negatively regulated and redistributes from an intracellular
localization to the plasma membrane. The association of AHNAK with the plasma
membrane is dependent on cholesterol and is most prominent at sites of caveolar
formations. This distinct peripheral distribution is independent of cortical actin
but down-regulation of AHNAK using small interfering RNA can effectively
disrupt the formation of a

peripheral actin belt. In the context of insulin-

stimulated GLUT4 exocytosis, downregulation of AHNAK can efficiently disrupt
GLUT4 translocation in response to insulin without affecting the insulin signaling
cascade leading to Akt activation. In conclusion, the study proposes that AHNAK
in adipocytes is a structural protein

that anchors cortical actin to plasma

membrane caveolae. In this model, AHNAK,

indirectly supports GLUT4

exocytosis by holding cortical actin in position even as insulin-induced actin
reorganization is taking place to accommodate translocation of GLUT4-loaded
vesicles.
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CHAPTER 1
HORMONE-REGULATED EXOCYTOSIS

Proteins and lipids targeted to the plasma membrane or destined for
secretion into the extracellular environment are adapted to various types of
transport vesicles that fuse with the plasmalemma during exocytosis. While some
molecules default to a non-selective constitutive secretory pathway and are
exported automatically shortly after synthesis, others are retained intracellularly in
specialized storage compartments that can be mobilized in the presence of the
appropriate stimulus. Hormone-regulated exocytosis refers to the recruitment of a
retained pool of cargo-loaded secretory vesicles for fusion with the plasma
membrane in response to signals generated by binding of hormone to its receptor.
The cargo may be a soluble factor or an integral membrane protein equipped with
a distinct set of sorting and trafficking signals encoded within its primary
structure.
The maintenance of glucose and water balance in the body is contingent
on the proper functioning of two hormone-regulated exocytic systems. Insulin,
which is secreted by the pancreas in response to post-prandial elevation of plasma
glucose, facilitates the clearance of sugar from the blood by inducing the
translocation of the facilitative glucose transporter GLUT4 to the plasma
membrane in skeletal muscle and adipose tissue. Deficiency of, or resistance to,
the effects of insulin accounts for the majority of the dysregulation observed in
patients with diabetes mellitus.
To maintain intravascular fluid volume and osmolyte concentration, on the
other hand, the body relies on the action of vasopressin or anti-diuretic hormone
1

(ADH). ADH mobilizes the water channel Aquaporin 2 (AQP2) from intracellular
compartments to the apical membrane in the epithelium lining the renal collecting
ducts. In hyperosmolar states, ADH effects the increased reabsorption of water
from the urine to keep the blood at the appropriate osmolarity. In a water-wasting
disease state called diabetes insipidus, patients are unable to synthesize and
secrete, or respond to vasopressin resulting in excessive thirst and micturition,
electrolyte imbalances and dehydration.
Studies on the molecular machinery supporting these systems fall into two
broad categories. One investigates the components of the signaling pathways
activated by insulin and ADH and the other looks into the redistribution
mechanics of GLUT4 and AQP2 in response to hormone stimulation. It is not
difficult to presuppose that regulation of the latter category is operationally
identical. There are reports suggesting that GLUT4 and AQP2 share similar
trafficking signals that allow for differential sorting and intracellular retention in
basal condition. Thus, what is deemed as two unique systems may really be the
same machinery operating in separate cellular environments. To address this
issue, one part of this dissertation will present data obtained from studying the
sorting and trafficking of GLUT4 and AQP2 side by side using the 3T3-L1
adipocyte cell line.
The second part of this thesis expands our understanding of the role of
lipid rafts in insulin-regulated GLUT4 exocytosis. Lipid rafts are cholesterol and
sphingolipid enriched microdomains in the plasma membrane. The selective
partitioning of effector molecules within these platforms represents one
mechanism by which cell signaling specificity and fidelity are maintained. In a
separate chapter, the results of a proteomic screen done on lipid raft fractions
isolated from adipocytes will be presented. AHNAK, a putative, lipid-raft
associated, Akt substrate will be introduced as a significant downstream effector
of insulin signaling leading to GLUT4 exocytosis.
2

INSULIN SIGNALING AND TRANSLOCATION OF GLUT4
The Classical Pathway: Insulin mediates GLUT4 translocation by binding to a
heterotetrameric membrane receptor composed of two identical α and two β
subunits linked together by disulfide bonds (Figure 1.1). Hormone binding is
thought to bring the α-subunits closer together, resulting in a conformation that
allows the β-subunit to bind ATP and autophosphorylate (32). Phosphorylation of
at least three tyrosine moieties in the intracellular catalytic domain of the β
subunit is essential for promoting the receptor's kinase activity. The
juxtamembrane autophosphorylation sites, on the other hand, form essential
docking sites for the insulin receptor substrate proteins.
The insulin receptor substrate (IRS) family is composed of four closely
related proteins (IRS1-4) and a distant homolog (Gab-1) characterized by a
phosphotyrosinebinding

(PTB)

module

that
facilitates

interaction
an

with

activated

insulin
(IR).

receptor
When

bound to insulin,
the
Figure 1.1 Schematic model of the classical pathway of
insulin

signaling

involving

the

phosphorylates

of

IRS at specific

phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase and Akt. Downstream of Akt

tyrosine motifs to

and aPKC, the molecular effector/s that facilitate/s GLUT4

create

translocation is/are not entirely clear.

sites for proteins

3

activation

receptor

docking

carrying a Src Homology 2 (SH2) domain (106). IRS-1 is believed to be the
principal IRS in skeletal muscle while IRS-2 is thought to function primarily in
the liver (55, 107). The overlapping tissue distribution of IRS proteins suggests
that each isoform may subserve a specific set of functions. Genetic ablation
studies in mice, however, have not implicated a specific type of IRS that is mostly
responsible for the phenotype observed in clinical diabetes.
The tyrosine phosphorylation of IRS proteins generates docking sites for
several downstream effectors including the p85 subunit of phosphatidylinositol 3kinase (PI3K) (105). The interaction of the SH2 domain of p85 with
phosphotyrosine motifs on IRS proteins brings the catalytic unit of PI3K (p110)
adjacent to the plasma membrane where phospholipid substrates abound. PI3K
catalyzes the phosphorylation of the 3' position in the inositol ring of
phosphoinositol

lipids

generating

phosphoinositol-(3,4,5)-triphosphate

and

phosphoinositol-(3,4)-bisphosphate. These lipid entities, in turn, recruit and
activate proteins containing

plekstrin

homology

domains including

3'

phosphoinositide-dependent kinase-1 (PDK1) and Akt (16).
Akt or protein kinase B is believed to be the central mediator of glucose
transport. Rapid activation of this serine/threonine kinase involves the
phosphorylation of two key residues; threonine 308 is phosphorylated by PDK1
while serine 473 is modified by autophosphorylation (11, 12). Constitutively
active Akt mutants are known to effect GLUT4 translocation in the absence of
insulin while siRNA mediated ablation and dominant negative mutants result to
inhibition of insulin-stimulated glucose uptake (41, 58). However, the exact Aktregulated step/s in GLUT4 trafficking remain/s unclear. More than 30 Akt
substrates have been identified to date but evidence for involvement in insulinstimulated GLUT4 translocation is present for only two (104). AS160, a RabGTPase-activating

protein

containing

five

consensus

sites

for

Akt

phosphorylation, is believed to regulate the flux of GLUT4 containing vesicles
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from an intracellular retained pool to the plasma membrane (69, 81). The
recombinant GAP domain of AS160 can activate Rabs 2A, 8A, 10 and 14 which
are all present in GLUT4-bearing vesicles (62). Precisely which Rab is involve in
mobilizing GLUT4 and the exact mechanism by which it induces translocation
are still unclear. Another substrate, PIKfyve, is the mammalian homologue of the
yeast protein Fab1p involved in cargo sorting from late endosomes to lysosomes
(85). In adipocytes, it is proposed to control the rate at which GLUT4 is sorted
from internalizing endosomes back into the GLUT4 storage compartments (7).
Downstream of PI3K, atypical protein kinase C (aPKC λ/ζ) has also been
implicated in insulin-dependent GLUT4 translocation. As with Akt, inhibition of
aPKC using general inhibitors or expression of a kinase-dead or activationresistant mutant inhibited GLUT4 translocation (4, 5). In contrast, expression of a
constitutively active form promoted glucose transport (3).
The PI3-Kinase Independent Pathway: The existence of an alternative PI3Kindependent pathway in adipocytes is suggested by studies showing that glucose
uptake in cells pretreated with a PI3K inhibitor may be rescued by treatment with
insulin and membrane permeant 3' phosphoinositide derivatives (39). In this
pathway, the proto-oncogene c-Cbl, along with the adapter proteins CAP and
APS, is recruited and phosphorylated by activated insulin receptors located within
caveolin-enriched lipid raft microdomains (1, 64). Accumulation of the CAP/Cbl
heterodimer in lipid rafts is facilitated by interactions with the resident caveolae
protein flotillin (Figure 1.2). The resulting phosphotyrosine residues on Cbl
provide docking sites for another protein complex composed of an SH2containing adapter protein CrkII and C3G, a guanine nucleotide exchange factor
capable of activating the GTPase TC10 (17). While the specific downstream
effectors of TC10 remain uncertain, investigators propose that a possible
mechanism for its regulation of insulin stimulated GLUT4 translocation is via
5

regulation of the
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surprising because
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a
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small
whose
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Figure 1.2 Schematic presentation of the alternative
pathway of insulin signaling originating from caveolinenriched microdomains and involving the proto-oncogene
Cbl and the Rho family GTPase TC10.

of

the

actin

cytoskeleton. TC10
carries a CAAX
targeting

domain

that is likely to be palmitoylated for appropriate targeting to lipid raft
microdomains. Experimental mislocalization of TC10 into non-raft regions of the
plasma membrane effectively curbs its ability to regulate GLUT4 translocation
(103). In a recent report, insulin-activated TC10 was shown to recruit an exocyst
complex composed of the proteins Exo70, Sec6 and Sec8. Targeted depletion of
these proteins effectively blocks glucose uptake in adipocytes and it was proposed
that exocyst assembly at lipid rafts is essential for the tethering of GLUT4containing vesicles to the plasma membrane (33).
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VASOPRESSIN SIGNALING AND TRANSLOCATION OF AQP2
The hormone vasopressin is released systemically from the posterior
pituitary in response to an increase in serum osmolarity and a reduction in
circulating blood volume. In the kidney, the hormone binds vasopressin receptors
(V2R) located on the basolateral membrane of the renal collecting duct epithelium
(Figure 1.3). These receptors are coupled to the heterotrimeric G-protein Gs which
turns adenylate cyclase (AC) on in response to hormone binding. Adenylate
cyclase catalyzes the conversion of ATP to cAMP and leads to the activation of
protein kinase A (PKA). When activated, PKA specifically phosphorylates AQP2
at serine 256 to facilitate translocation from intracellular storage compartments to
the apical membrane (21, 53). Although the specific role of phosphorylation in
Figure 1.3 Schematic model
of vasopressin or anti-diuretic
hormone

(ADH)

signaling

that leads to cell membrane
recruitment of AQP2. The
type 2 vasopressin receptors
are located in the basolateral
section of the polarized renal
collecting

duct

Phosphorylated

epithelium.
AQP2

translocates to the apical side
where

it

can

facilitate

reabsorption of water from the
urine.
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AQP2 trafficking is unclear, AQP2-bearing vesicles have been shown to contain
PKA activity (61). This spatially-contained enzyme activity is facilitated by the
protein kinase A anchoring protein AKAP18δ (28). At least three monomers in
the AQP2 homotetramer need to be phosphorylated for the protein to be re-routed
to the plasma membrane (43). The increase in water permeability resulting from
the translocation of AQP2 allows water to flow from the urine in the collecting
duct tubules back into general circulation.
Several groups have suggested that the unidirectional redistribution of
AQP2 to the plasma membrane in the presence of vasopressin is made possible by
the shuttling of AQP2-bearing vesicles along the cytoskeleton. In support of this
model, specific inhibitors of dynein, an important element of the microtubular
network known to associate with AQP2 vesicles, have been shown to inhibit the
antidiuretic response in toad bladder (65, 66). Outside the microtubular system,
reorganization of the apical actin network is documented to coincide with fusion
of translocated AQP2 vesicles. Indeed, the current paradigm contends that F-actin
depolymerization resulting from PKA-mediated inhibition of RhoA, the central
mediator of actin oligomerization, is essential for appropriate docking and fusion
of AQP2 vesicles with the apical membrane (94).
In addition to PKA, serine 256 is also a substrate for casein kinase 2
located within the Golgi apparatus. Phosphorylation of the serine residue at this
location is necessary for sorting of AQP2 into vasopressin-responsive
compartments (78). Phosphorylation motifs for protein kinase C and G are also
present but their role, if any, in the regulation of the channel's trafficking remains
unknown. Finally, as with GLUT4, alternative signaling pathways involving
cGMP have been implicated in mobilizing AQP2, but whether PKA is also
ultimately involved in these systems still remains to be addressed (10).

8

LIPID RAFTS IN HORMONE-REGULATED EXOCYTOSIS
The role of lipid rafts as signaling platforms is supported by studies
demonstrating that many raft-associated proteins are involved in signal
transduction. Mechanistically, raft domains are thought to facilitate signal
amplification

by

concentrating

downstream

effectors

and

creating

a

microenvironment that is locally inaccessible to phosphatases and other negative
regulators of signaling. In cases involving extracellular GPI-anchored signaling
proteins where no transmembrane receptors are readily implicated, lipid rafts are
thought to coordinate the inner and outer membrane leaflets to provide a link
between the extracellular signal and the intracellular effectors (60).
Caveolae represent a subtype of lipid microdomains that are recognized as
flask-like invaginations of the plasma membrane. These sphingolipid and
cholesterol-rich structures are characterized by the presence of caveolin which is
needed for the formation of caveolar pits. To date, three caveolin isoforms have
been identified (caveolin-1, caveolin-2 and caveolin-3), with each type exhibiting
a unique pattern of distribution. Caveolin-3 is expressed mostly in skeletal,
smooth and cardiac muscle cells while caveolin-1 is expressed predominantly in
adipocytes, fibroblasts and epithelial and endothelial cells (82, 96). Caveolin-2
closely follows the expression of caveolin-1 which has been shown to contribute
to its stability (79). The involvement of membrane microdomains in hormoneregulated exocytosis and signal transduction, in general, is partly substantiated by
the identification of signaling molecules that associate with immuno-isolated
caveolae. A partial list of signaling molecules that have been shown to localize to,
or reside within caveolae include Src family tyrosine kinases, G-protein coupled
receptors and receptor tyrosine kinases (25, 63, 80).
Early evidence implicating caveolae in insulin signaling and GLUT4
trafficking came from studies done on 3T3-L1 pre-adipocytes where expression of
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caveolin-1 is induced ~25 fold during differentiation into mature adipocytes.
Caveolae isolated from these cells were shown to be highly enriched with the
insulin receptor (25). When disrupted using cholesterol depleting agents such as
β-methyl-cyclodextrin or overexpressing a dominant negative form of caveolin,
insulin mediated IRS-1 phosphorylation, Akt activation and glucose uptake were
abrogated without affecting other cellular functions (75). Careful analysis of the
primary structure of the IR β-subunit revealed that the protein contains the
characteristic caveolin-binding motif φ XφXXXXφ, where φ represents an
aromatic ring (19). Interestingly, mutations within this motif have been identified
in clinical studies involving patients with inherited severe insulin resistance and
Type 2 diabetes (36, 70).
In addition to their role in insulin signaling, caveolae have also emerged as
an important player in the actual targeting of GLUT4 to the plasma membrane. In
the PI3K-independent pathway, the small GTP-binding protein TC10 has been
shown to be constitutively localized within caveolar microdomains. As mentioned
previously, experimental mistargeting by modifying specific membrane targeting
domains blocks insulin-mediated activation of the G-protein and results to
significant inhibition of glucose uptake. Additionally, TC10 binds specific
components of the GLUT4 exocyst complex, suggesting that the protein may be
important for docking and fusion of GLUT4 vesicles. This notion supports a
model where GLUT4-bearing vesicles initially dock and fuse at lipid raft
microdomains before transiting into non-raft regions (33). This model is
supported further by studies demonstrating that insulin stimulation of adipocytes
increases the amount of GLUT4 in caveolin-enriched membrane fractions (82).
The role of lipid rafts and caveolae in vasopressin signaling and AQP2
trafficking has not been as unambiguous as in the case of insulin and GLUT4.
There are, however, studies involving other aquaporin isoforms that support a role
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for membrane microdomains in the proper targeting and, perhaps, functioning of
members of the aquaporin family. For instance, lipid rafts isolated from rat
hepatocytes were shown to be enriched with AQP8 and AQP9 (67). Similarly,
AQP1 was shown to be highly concentrated in caveolae isolated from rat
endothelial cells and AQP5 in intracellular lipid rafts obtained from the rat parotid
glands (35, 83). In terms of function, studies done on keratinocytes show that
AQP3 forms signaling modules with phospholipase D2 on raft microdomains to
enhance the synthesis of phosphatidylglycerol (109).

In studies done on

thymocytes, induction of apoptosis resulted to increasing association of AQP1
with caveolin-1, rendering the water channel inactive. The resulting decrease in
cell volume reportedly facilitates adjustments in the intracellular concentration of
potassium, creating the appropriate environment conducive for activation of
apoptotic enzymes (37).
From the examples just cited, it is apparent that the creation of spatially
restricted subdomains in the plasma membrane is integral to the proper
functioning of hormone-facilitated exocytosis. Although the biochemical
definition of lipid rafts, from their size and composition to their structure and
lifetime, is still being debated, the biological relevance of membrane
microdomains as signaling platforms is clear and undeniable.

From this

standpoint one can argue, that studies strategically designed to identify proteins
associated with lipid raft microdomains may, in the end, also be expected to
provide additional insights on how hormone-regulated systems function.
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CHAPTER 2
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF AQP2 AND GLUT4
COMPARTMENTALIZATION AND TRAFFICKING MECHANICS
USING THE 3T3-L1 ADIPOCYTE SYSTEM

The regulated trafficking of hormone-responsive protein channels suggests
the existence of specialized subcellular compartments from which a pool of
transporters can be readily mobilized to translocate to the plasma membrane. Such
a compartment has been characterized for the insulin-regulated transporter
GLUT4 but has not been completely elucidated for the water channel AQP2.
Current understanding of hormone-regulated trafficking dictates that these
specialized compartments are the primary sites of hormonal action. While
considerable progress has been made on understanding the signaling events that
take place proximal to these storage pools, the direct effects of hormonal
activation on these compartments remain a major unresolved issue. One engaging
theory is that in the presence of insulin or vasopressin, a complex of accessory
proteins assembles and modifies the interaction of GLUT4 and AQP2 cargo
vesicles with the cytoskeleton leading to translocation to the cell surface. This
model presumes that distinct targeting motifs are embedded in GLUT4 and
AQP2's primary structure that will allow intracellular retention in basal condition
and the recruitment of a unique molecular machinery to facilitate translocation in
response to hormone stimulation. Previous studies have identified several motifs
that may be important for GLUT4 and AQP2 trafficking. However, questions
regarding the nature of the insulin and vasopressin-responsive compartments have
not been totally addressed. For instance, it is still unclear whether the initial
12

sorting of GLUT4 and AQP2 from the Golgi is facilitated by identical sorting
signals that recruit the same sorting apparatus. Further downstream, it remains
unknown whether the insulin and vasopressin-responsive compartments are
qualitatively similar even if expressed exclusively in separate cell systems.
The GLUT4 Storage Compartment
Existing data on the trafficking itinerary of GLUT4 suggest that, in basal
condition, the transporter is engaged in two recycling pathways (Figure 2.1). The
first cycle involves movement of a small but significant fraction of GLUT4
between the cell surface and the endosomal system. This bi-directional transfer
explains the sustained presence of a small amount of GLUT4 at the plasma
membrane even in non-stimulated states. The majority of GLUT4, however, is
retained while in transit at recycling endosomes and eventually sorted into
insulin-responsive GLUT4 storage compartments (GSCs). This cycle forming the
2nd pathway involves movement between endosomes, the TGN and GSCs (15).
Figure
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In the presence of insulin, GSCs are thought to move in a separate
pathway that brings them directly to the cell surface. Attempts to characterize the
GSC have shown that this secretory pool is composed of a discrete population of
small vesicles that excludes other constitutively recycling proteins such as the
transferrin receptor (TfR) and the mannose-6-phosphate receptor (M6PR) (27).
Data is also present to suggest that this pool may be differentiated from more
generic recycling vesicles by the absence of the protein cellugyrin (59). Without
insulin, some vesicles from the insulin-responsive pool are thought to fuse slowly
with endosomes, allowing a small fraction of GLUT4 to be targeted directly to the
plasma membrane and to constitutively recycle using the endosomal network.
GLUT4 Targeting Motifs
The model described above predicts that GLUT4 contains intrinsic
targeting domains that direct it to insulin-responsive compartments and allow it to
be efficiently sequestered under basal conditions. Initial studies gathered evidence
that a cytosolic N-terminal FQQI motif was important for intracellular
sequestration. This was concluded after mutations done on the aromatic
phenylalanine resulted in accumulation of GLUT4 at the plasma membrane (77).
However, subsequent studies demonstrated that this effect is largely a
consequence of faulty endocytosis rather than ineffective retention (2). Over time,
more and more GLUT4 was targeted to and retained at the plasma membrane and
this was wrongly interpreted as a result of aberrant retention.
In the same way, a dileucine (LL) motif within the cytoplasmic Cterminus of GLUT4 was initially implicated for intracellular sequestration, but
later work showed that it functions more for endocytosis rather than basal
retention (68). Unlike the FQQI motif, however, the LL motif was also reported in
certain cell types to function during the exit of GLUT4 from the TGN, implying
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that the same signal may be important at different stages of trafficking (88).
Eventually, additional data was published showing that an acidic cluster
(TELEYLGP) located downstream of the LL motif is also important for moving
GLUT4 from endosomes to a subdomain of the TGN where it undergoes
additional sorting processes before becoming insulin-responsive (84).
In more a recent study looking into the initial sorting of newly-synthesized
GLUT4, it was shown that movement from the Golgi to insulin-responsive
compartments requires the functional interaction of the NH-terminus and the large
intracellular loop joining transmembrane domains 6 and 7 of the glucose channel
(54). In addition, it was demonstrated that both the phenylalanine and the
isoleucine residue of the FQQI motif were essential for this sorting event. This
study supported the hypothesis that the same targeting motif may be functional at
different stages of trafficking. More importantly, it opened a new avenue for
research by delegating a more dynamic role for the large cytoplasmic loop
connecting the two halves of the glucose transporter.
The AQP2 Storage Compartment
Characterization of the vasopressin-responsive AQP2 compartment has
not been as thorough as it has been for the GLUT4 storage vesicles. Previous
studies have shown that it is distinct from generic compartments like the
lysosomes, the TGN and the ER (91). When overexpressed with GLUT4 in
Madin-Darby Canine Kidney (MDCK) cell lines, AQP2 partitions to a separate
compartment, suggesting that the two proteins carry non-identical sorting signals
(92). In various publications, crude membrane fractions enriched with AQP2 and
purified vesicles immunoadsorbed using AQP2 antibody have been used to
identify other proteins that associate with the AQP2 compartments (42, 56).
However, the nature of these isolated pools remains unclear because
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characterization has been incomplete. In the case of GLUT4, for example, it has
been established that the transporter subsists in two major compartments; one
which is a derivative of the endosomal system and another which is unique and is
able to respond to insulin stimulation. A similar understanding of AQP2
compartmentalization is currently lacking and it remains unclear whether
vasopressin-responsive, AQP2-bearing vesicles in renal epithelial cells are
entirely distinct from generic endosomes.
AQP2 Targeting Motifs
Phosphorylation of AQP2 at serine256 is crucial for membrane
translocation in response to ADH. Shortly after synthesis, the channel exits the
ER as a tetramer and in the presence of the hormone, at least three subunits have
to be phosphorylated before translocation can take place (101). Interestingly,
mutation of this residue only alters vasopressin responsiveness suggesting that
other signals may be important in moving AQP2 between compartments.
AQP1 is an aquaporin isoform that is constitutively targeted to the plasma
membrane. Analyses of the behavior of AQP1-AQP2 chimeras indicate that both
the NH and COOH-termini are essential for targeting AQP2 to a separate
compartment (99). A LL motif has also been mapped for the channel although,
unlike GLUT4, the signal is situated within the sixth transmembrane domain of
the protein making it unclear how it can participate in directing routing events
(108). Downstream of this signal and right at the predicted start of the carboxy tail
is an FPPA motif which has also been suggested to function like the FQQI motif
of GLUT4. Like the LL motif however, more studies are needed to be able to
designate a specific role for this putative signal.
In this study, the properties of both insulin-stimulated GLUT4 and PKAstimulated AQP2 translocation was characterized and directly compared using the
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3T3-L1 adipocyte cell line. The data presented will demonstrate that the cAMPdependent plasma membrane translocation of AQP2 is facilitated by a signaling
pathway that is completely separate from that activated by insulin. By showing
that in adipocytes overexpressing both proteins, the AQP2-loaded compartments
are spatially and functionally distinct from the GLUT4-bearing compartments, the
study will provide credence to the notion that the cAMP-responsive AQP2
compartment is qualitatively different from the insulin-responsive GSC. In terms
of sorting and trafficking dynamics, the study shows that newly-synthesized
AQP2 rapidly acquires forskolin-responsiveness without transiting to the plasma
membrane or undergoing endocytosis. Furthermore, the initial biosynthetic
sorting of AQP2, in contrast to GLUT4, is shown to be independent of the
function of the TGN adaptor protein GGA, suggesting that the water channel
recruits a TGN sorting machinery distinct from that utilized by GLUT4.
Collectively, these differences in compartmentalization and trafficking dynamics
demonstrate that the vasopressin-regulated water channel recruitment described in
renal epithelial cells and the insulin-regulated GLUT4 exocytosis characterized in
muscle and adipose tissue are fundamentally different systems that most likely
utilize a unique set of molecular effectors.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
FastPlasmid Mini-prep DNA kit was purchased from Eppendorf
(Westbury, NY) and DNA gel extraction kits from Qiagen Inc. (Valencia, CA).
Pfu Turbo Polymerase was obtained from Stratagene (La Jolla, CA) and
Vectashield used for mounting microscopy specimens was purchased from Vector
Laboratories (Burlingame, CA). All other chemicals used were obtained from
Sigma (St. Louis, MO) unless otherwise specified.
Plasmids
The human wild type AQP2 cDNA was provided by Dr. Irene Konings
from the University Nijmergen Medical Center, the Netherlands. The AQP2
cDNA was cloned in-frame into the EcoRI-NotI sites of the mammalian
expression vector pcDNA3 obtained from Invitrogen. The previous construct was
used as a template in overlapping polymerase chain reaction procedures to
generate the AQP2-S256A and AQP2-S256D mutants. The forward sequences of
the mutagenesis primers used for the PCR reactions are as follows:

5'-

cgacggcggcagacggtggag-3' for acquiring the AQP2-S256A mutant and

5'-

cgacggcggcaggacgtggag-3' for acquiring the AQP2-S256D mutant. The forward
primer

5'-gaattcgcccttgaatcgccaccatgtggg-3'

and

reverse

primer

5'-

gcggccgctaggccttggtacc-3' were used to introduce an EcoRI ant NotI site to
facilitate subcloning into pcDNA3. The PCR products were cloned into Topo
vector (Invitrogen), digested and subcloned into the pcDNA3 vector using the
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same restriction sites. The final constructs were then sequenced in their entirety to
ascertain that the appropriate mutations have been introduced. The human
VAMP2 and EEA1 cDNA were inserted into the pEGFP-C1 vector (Clontech)
using standard cloning techniques. The human transferrin receptor (TfR), cterminal EGFP-tagged GLUT4 (GLUT4-EGFP) and myc epitope tagged GLUT4
(myc-GLUT4) constructs were prepared as previously described (34, 45, 97).
Culture and Transfection of 3T3-L1 Adipocytes
Murine 3T3-L1 pre-adipocyte cell line was obtained from the American
Type Tissue Culture (ATCC) repository. Cells were maintained in Dulbecco's
Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 25mM glucose, 10%
bovine calf serum and 1% penicillin/streptomycin at 37°C and 8% CO2. Two days
post-confluency, differentiation into adipocytes was induced by shifting media
into DMEM supplemented with 25 mM glucose, 10% fetal bovine serum, 1%
penicillin/streptomycin, 1 µg/ml insulin, 0.25 µM dexamethasone and 0.5 mM 3isobutyl-1-methylxanthine (IBMX). After 4 days, the same media less the
dexamethasone and IBMX, was used to bathe the cells for 4 additional days. Fully
differentiated adipocytes were used for transfection by electroporation using 100150 µg of plasmid DNA under low voltage conditions (160 Volts, 950
microfarads). After electroporation, the cells were plated on collagen-coated glass
coverslips and maintained in complete media to allow full recovery. Under these
conditions, between 10 to 15% of cells efficiently expressed the encoded protein.
Indirect Immunofluorescence, Co-localization and Time-Course Experiment
Differentiated 3T3-L1 adipocytes transfected with the appropriate cDNA
and expressing GLUT4-EGFP, wild type AQP2, AQP2/S256A or AQP2/S256D
were grown on cover slips and serum-starved in DMEM for 2 h prior to each
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experiment. For the co-localization studies, the adipocytes were co-transfected
with 50 (g each of myc-GLUT4 and AQP2/WT cDNA, or 50 (g of AQP/WT and
50 (g of either EEA1-GFP, VAMP2-GFP or hTfR construct. The cells were then
incubated with either insulin (100 nM) or forskolin (50 µM) for 30 min and the
cover slips were processed for confocal microscopy. For the time-course
experiments, stimulations were done at exactly 3, 6, 9, or 12 h after transfection.
After each stimulation, the cells were fixed using 4% paraformaldehyde
supplemented with 0.18% Triton X-100 for 20 min at room temperature and
blocked using 1% BSA solution with 5% donkey serum for 1 h at room
temperature. After blocking, the cover slips were incubated in primary antibody
solution for 1 h at 37°C. The primary antibodies used were as follows: c-myc
monoclonal antibody (Sigma), TGN38 sheep polyclonal antibody (Serotec),
GM130 mouse monoclonal antibody (BD Transduction Lab), hTfR mouse
monoclonal antibody (Molecular Probes) and AQP2-COOH rabbit polyclonal
antibody. Each antibody solution is a 1:100 dilution of the stock (1-20 (g/ml)
prepared in blocking solution. After incubation with the 1° antibody, the cover
slips were washed three times with PBS and incubated in secondary antibody for
another h at 37°C. The secondary antibodies used were as follows: anti-rabbit IgG
Alexa Fluor 594 and anti-mouse IgG Alexa Fluor 488 (Molecular Probes). After
incubation with the secondary antibody, the cover slips were washed with PBS
and mounted on Vectashield Medium. PM translocation was determined by
visualization on a Zeiss LSM510 confocal fluorescent microscope and scoring 50
representative cells/condition. The number of expressing cells displaying a
continuous PM ring was calculated (mean ± SE) from 3-5 independent
determinations.
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RESULTS

GLUT4 and AQP2 are localized to distinct intracellular compartments when
co-expressed in mature adipocytes.
The expression of GLUT4 in muscle and adipose tissue is totally separate
from the expression of AQP2 in the principal cells of the epithelium lining the
renal collecting duct.

Because no cell naturally expresses both proteins,

adipocytes, by virtue of their secretory nature, were tested for their capacity to
provide the appropriate system to directly compare the sorting and trafficking of
GLUT4 and AQP2. I initially examined the relative compartmentalization of the
two proteins when co-expressed. To do this I co-transfected fully differentiated
3T3-L1 adipocytes with myc-GLUT4 and WT/AQP2 cDNA and studied their
intracellular distribution by immunofluorescent microscopy. Under basal
conditions, both proteins were localized primarily in the perinuclear region. A
significant fraction of AQP2, however, was also scattered peripherally in punctate
vesicles located in the cytoplasm and beneath the plasma membrane (Figure 2.2,
panels a-c). Insulin stimulation resulted in robust translocation of GLUT4 but not
AQP2 (Figure 2.2, panels d-f). Conversely, FK stimulated AQP2 translocation but
not GLUT4 (Figure 2.2, panels g-i). Quantification of the relative extent of insulin
and FK-stimulated GLUT4 and AQP2 translocation is shown in Figure 2.3.
To ensure that the apparent partial co-localization observed in the twodimensional images in the XY plane were not a result of two separate
compartments that were stacked on top of each other, the XZ and YZ images of
representative cells were also reconstructed (Fig. 2.4A). In both insulin (Figure
2.4A-a) and FK-stimulated conditions (Figure 2.4A-b), AQP2 overlapped GLUT4
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within the perinuclear region. These observations confirm that while AQP2 is
retained in a distinct compartment in the cell periphery, part of its trafficking
itinerary involves transit into a GLUT4-containing compartment. To further
characterize this region of overlap, I compared the localization of GLUT4 and
AQP2 with the cis-Golgi marker GM130 (Figure 2.4B, panels a-d) and the transGolgi marker TGN38 (Figure 2.4B, panels e-h). The fat arrows in figure 2.4B,
panel d point to areas of overlap between GLUT4 and AQP2 that are distinct
from GM130 localization. In contrast, the thin arrows in figure 2.4B, panel h
point to areas where the green (GLUT4), red (AQP2) and blue (TGN38) signals
overlap, suggesting that GLUT4 and AQP2 most likely cross paths while in
transit at the trans-Golgi network.
Because AQP2 appears to localize to peripheral membrane compartments
distinct from GLUT4, I compared the distribution of exogenous AQP2 with the
early endosome marker EEA1, with transferrin receptor and with the SNARE
protein VAMP2 (Figure 2.5). EEA1 displayed a punctate pattern that was poorly
colocalized with AQP2 except at a few locations adjacent to the plasma
membrane (Figure 2.5, panels a-d). Similarly, transferrin receptor, a membrane
protein known to traffic using the generic endosomal system, was distributed
peripherally throughout the cell but co-localized poorly with AQP2 (Figure 2.5,
panels e-h). In contrast, VAMP2 extensively overlapped the peripheral AQP2bearing vesicles underscoring the unique identity of these compartments (Figure
2.5, panels i-l).
The intracellular signals regulating AQP2 translocation in 3T3-L1 adipocytes
are identical to renal epithelial cells.
To determine if the FK-dependent AQP2 translocation in adipocytes was
facilitated by increases in intracellular cAMP levels, I tested the sensitivity and
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responsiveness of AQP2 translocation to FK, isoproterenol, a cell permeable form
of cAMP, 8-Bromo adenosine 3'5'-cyclic monophosphate (8-Br-cAMP) and
the phosphodiesterase inhibitor 3-isobutyl-1-methylxanthine (IBMX) (Fig. 2.6).
In all cases, I observed AQP2 translocation at agonist concentrations that induce
or mimic physiologic increases in intracellular cAMP; isoproterenol (10nM-100
µM), IBMX (1µM- 1mM), FK (100 nM – 100 µM) and 8-Br-cAMP (1µM – 1
mM).
Several studies have also shown that hormone-regulated plasma
membrane translocation is dependent upon cortical actin polymerization. In
particular, depolymerization of cortical actin in adipocytes inhibits insulinstimulated GLUT4 translocation (14, 50) but can potentiate cAMP-stimulated
AQP2 translocation in renal epithelial cells (57, 93-95). As expected,
depolymerization of adipocyte cortical actin with the actin monomer-sequestering
agent, latrunculin B resulted in an inhibition of

insulin-stimulated GLUT4

translocation (Fig. 2.7A). In contrast, latrunculin B treatment had no significant
effect on FK-stimulated AQP2 translocation. The lack of potentiation probably
reflects that at the dose of FK used, AQP2 translocation was already maximal.
TC10, is a Rho family member of GTP binding proteins that is suggested
to play a role in the maintenance of cortical actin organization in adipocytes. It
was previously shown that over expression of the mutant form of the protein can
potently inhibit insulin-stimulated GLUT4 translocation (17). In the next study, I
determined the effect of the GDP-bound dominant-interfering TC10/T31N mutant
on AQP2 translocation (Fig. 2.7B). Consistent with previous findings, expression
of TC10/T31N markedly inhibited insulin-stimulated GLUT4 translocation. In
contrast, TC10/T31N had no significant effect on the FK-stimulated recruitment
of AQP2 to the plasma membrane. Similarly, the dominant-interfering CAP
mutant (CAPΔSH3) also inhibited insulin-stimulated GLUT4 translocation
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without affecting FK-stimulated AQP2 translocation (Fig. 2.7C). To determine if
PI3K has any role in the cAMP-regulated trafficking and recruitment of AQP2,
adipocytes overexpressing either GLUT4 or AQP2 were treated with the PI3Kinhibitor wortmannin before stimulating with insulin or FK. As expected, insulinstimulated GLUT4 translocation was completely inhibited by pre-treatment with
wortmannin while FK-stimulated AQP2 translocation remained unaffected (Fig.
2.7D) (73). Together, these data demonstrate that adipocytes can fully support the
regulated trafficking of AQP2 and GLUT4 through distinct intracellular
localization and signaling pathways.
To further characterize the cAMP dependence of AQP2 translocation in
adipocytes, the cellular distribution of wild type AQP2 (AQP2/WT), the S256A
(AQP2/S256A) and S256D (AQP2/S256D) mutants was determined and
compared (Fig. 2.8). In renal cells, the mutant with the alanine substitution at
serine 256 mimics a constitutively non-phosphorylated or inactive state and is
retained intracellularly. The aspartic acid substitution, on the other hand, mimics a
constitutively phosphorylated state and creates a mutant that is expressed
predominantly on the plasma membrane (100). Consistent with published data on
epithelial cells, adipocytes expressing AQP2/S256A displayed a persistent
intracellular localization of AQP2 that was unresponsive to forskolin (Fig. 2.8A,
panels e-f). In contrast, the expressed AQP2/S256D protein defaulted to the
plasma membrane in both the presence and absence of forskolin (Fig. 2.8, panels
c-d). These data demonstrate that similar to renal collecting duct principal cells,
cAMP-dependent serine 256 phosphorylation is sufficient to induce translocation
of AQP2 to the plasma membrane.
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Compared to GLUT4, newly-synthesized AQP2 more rapidly acquires
hormone-responsiveness.
Having established that adipocytes can support the regulated trafficking of
AQP2, I, in collaboration with Giuseppe Procino from the University of Bari in
Italy, undertook several studies to examine and compare the trafficking itineraries
of AQP2 and GLUT4. Our initial study investigated the time-dependent
acquisition of forskolin-responsiveness of newly-synthesized AQP2. A recent
report from our laboratory have shown that newly-synthesized GLUT4 undergoes
a slow (6-9 h) biosynthetic sorting step before gaining access to the insulinresponsive storage compartment (54, 102). Consistent with these data, adipocytes
acquired insulin-responsiveness between 6-9 hours following synthesis, with
maximum response noted at 12 h after transfection (Fig. 2.9A). In contrast,
forskolin-stimulated translocation of AQP2 was near maximal 3 h following
biosynthesis, with no significant cell surface accumulation in basal state (Fig.
2.9B). These data demonstrate that newly-synthesized AQP2 undergoes a separate
biosynthetic sorting step that is markedly faster compared to GLUT4.
Entry of newly-synthesized AQP2 into the forskolin-responsive compartment
is not affected by inhibition of endocytosis.
In general, there are two pathways by which newly-synthesized AQP2 could
gain access to its intracellular storage compartment. Following exit from the
Golgi, AQP2 could default to the plasma membrane and undergo subsequent
endocytosis and recycling to the cAMP-responsive compartment. Alternatively,
AQP2 could be directly sorted to its storage compartment shortly after synthesis.
Since AQP2 at the plasma membrane is recycled by clathrin and dynamindependent endocytosis (89), this issue may be addressed by studying forskolinresponsiveness in adipocytes where endocytosis is inhibited using a dominant25

interfering dynamin mutant. To do this, we transfected mature adipocytes with
wild type (Dyn/WT) dynamin or the Dyn/K44A dominant-interfering mutant plus
AQP2/WT and immediately treated the cells with Brefeldin A for 3 h. BFA
blocks ER to Golgi anterograde trafficking and treatment after transfection will
result to reversible accumulation of newly-synthesized AQP2 in the ER (78).
However, since dynamin is a soluble protein, BFA treatment will not affect its
ability to associate with the plasma membrane (102). After treatment, the cells
were extensively washed and the time-dependent acquisition of FKresponsiveness was determined (Fig. 2.10). Under basal condition, expression of
Dyn/WT did not affect the intracellular localization of AQP2 or the acquisition of
FK-responsiveness that occurred by 3 h post-BFA washout (Fig. 2.10, solid
circles and squares). In contrast, the expression of Dyn/K44A increased, in a
time-dependent manner, the localization of AQP2 at the plasma membrane even
in unstimulated cells (Fig. 2.10, open circles). Despite the slow plasma membrane
accumulation, the expression of Dyn/K44A did not prevent the acquisition of FKresponsiveness which consistently peaked at 3 h

(Fig. 2.10, open squares).

Collectively, these data demonstrate that newly-synthesized AQP2 directly
acquires cAMP-responsiveness without transiting the plasma membrane and
undergoing endocytosis.
Dominant-interfering GGA mutant does not affect the entry of newly
synthesized AQP2 to the forskolin-responsive compartment.
The Golgi coat/adaptor protein GGA plays essential roles in the TGN exit and
sorting of several regulated proteins including GLUT4 and the M6PR. The protein
consist of VHS domain that binds specific cargo proteins in the TGN, a GAT
domain that binds Arf-1 and keeps the protein targeted to the TGN, a hinge
domain that binds clathrin and a GAE domain that binds other accessory proteins.
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As previously reported, expression of a dominant-interfering GGA mutant (VHSGAT) completely prevents the acquisition of insulin-responsiveness of the newlysynthesized GLUT4 protein (102).

Additionally, the VHS-GAT mutant also

markedly reduces the basal state level of plasma membrane localization of
GLUT4. To determine whether exit of AQP2 from the TGN is dependent on
GGA, we determined the behavior of wild type AQP2 in the presence of VHSGAT. The results of the study illustrate that expression of AQP2 with either the
wild type GGA (red) or the dominant-interfering GGA mutant (blue) had no
effect on the time dependent acquisition of cAMP-responsiveness of newlysynthesized AQP2 (Figure 2.11), further demonstrating that the initial
biosynthetic trafficking of AQP2 is completely distinct from the sorting pathway
utilized by GLUT4.
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DISCUSSION

Hormone-regulated exocytosis is a well-orchestrated event that cells
undergo to modify their surface or their immediate surroundings in response to
changes in stimuli from the extracellular environment. This system is best
exemplified by the insulin-regulated trafficking of the facilitative glucose
transporter GLUT4 in muscle and adipose tissue (48) and the vasopressinfacilitated exocytosis of aquaporin 2 in renal collecting duct epithelium (13). In
general, proteins that mediate their function on the cell surface enter the secretory
pathway shortly after synthesis from the endoplasmic reticulum and transport into
the Golgi apparatus (99). In the Golgi complex, further processing and maturation
is facilitated by glycolipid and glycoprotein trimming enzymes that may provide
the proteins with additional targeting signals to guarantee delivery into the
appropriate destination (83). In the trans-Golgi network (TGN), the proteins are
sorted and packaged into transport intermediates that will bring them directly to
the plasma membrane or to specialized storage compartments that can readily
exocytose in response to

the appropriate stimulus (71). From the plasma

membrane, these proteins may re-enter via early and recycling endosomes and
then return to the same domain from which they originated (recycling) or to a
different domain of the plasma membrane (transcytosis). In cell types that support
hormone-regulated exocytosis, specialized storage pools may also originate from
early endosomes and these compartments provide the ready supply of proteins
that can be delivered to the cell surface in response to external stimuli.
In the absence of hormonal stimulation, GLUT4 and AQP2 undergo a
slow but continuous recycling to and retrieval from the plasma membrane. At
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steady state, the rate of endocytosis is significantly higher than the rate of
exocytosis resulting into a net retention and intracellular sequestration of
transporter units (24, 38, 52). Stimulation primarily results in an increase in the
rate of exocytosis resulting in a new steady-state equilibrium that favors the cell
surface membrane (38, 71). Following hormone withdrawal, exocytosis returns to
a low rate and restoration of the basal steady-state distribution ensues. Since the
endocytosed transporters are fully capable of undergoing subsequent rounds of
stimulated exocytosis, it has been generally assumed that entry into these
specialized storage compartments results exclusively from plasma membrane
endocytosis. Although the plasma membrane recycling of GLUT4 into the
insulin-responsive storage compartment certainly occurs, our laboratory have also
previously demonstrated that newly-synthesized GLUT4 is directly sorted into
this regulated compartment without first transiting the plasma membrane (102).
To identify a model system that can be utilized to directly compare the
trafficking and sorting properties of AQP2 and GLUT4, adipocytes were tested
for their capacity to provide the appropriate compartments and regulatory
machinery to support cAMP-dependent AQP2 trafficking. When expressed in
adipocytes, a fraction of AQP2 is localized to a perinuclear region that overlaps
with GLUT4. However, a significant population of AQP2 is also positioned
separately from GLUT4, scattered in small punctuate vesicles in the periphery
that closely appose the plasma membrane. These AQP2-bearing compartments are
mostly separate from endosomal vesicles, as evidenced by their minimal colocalization with the EEA1 marker and transferrin receptor, but partially colocalize with VAMP2.

These data corroborate independent studies done on

Madin-Darby canine kidney epithelial cells showing that AQP2 is retained in a
distinct subapical compartment but utilizes the EEA1-positive early endosomal
system shortly after retrieval from the plasma membrane (91). Moreover, the
association with VAMP2-containing compartments is also consistent with the
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established role of VAMP2 in AQP2 fusion with the plasma membrane in
epithelial cells (72). In a broader sense, these data demonstrate that each protein is
equipped with a unique set of targeting motifs that establishes the transporters
trafficking itinerary and allow for functional segregation. Consistent with a
distinct intracellular compartmentalization, elevation in cAMP levels by FK
treatment effectively induces AQP2 translocation without significantly affecting
the retention of GLUT4. Similarly, insulin stimulation mobilized the facilitative
glucose transporter without perturbing the sequestration of AQP2. Analogous to
renal epithelial cells, the translocation of AQP2 in adipocytes requires cAMPmediated phosphorylation of serine 256 (21, 53). Altogether, these data
demonstrate that not only do adipocytes provide an appropriate cellular
environment for regulated AQP2 trafficking but that this process is distinct from
the retention mechanism that facilitates regulated exocytosis of GLUT4. In future
studies it will be interesting to determine the endogenous adipocyte membrane
and intralumenal cargo proteins that are responsive to increased cAMP levels.
The ability of adipocytes to differentially translocate GLUT4 and AQP2
provided the impetus for investigating the molecular machinery that facilitated the
segregation of each protein. In a series of collaborative studies performed with Dr.
Giuseppe Procino from the University of Bari, the initial sorting and trafficking
behavior of newly-synthesized GLUT4 and AQP2 were directly examined. We
first looked at the initial biosynthetic sorting of newly-synthesized transporter by
comparing the temporal acquisition of forskolin and insulin-responsiveness of
AQP2 and GLUT4, respectively. The data presented recapitulated previous
reports (54, 102) showing that newly-synthesized GLUT4 undergoes a timedependent sorting process that requires 9-12h before displaying full insulinresponsiveness. Surprisingly and in contrast to GLUT4, AQP2 acquired full
forskolin-responsiveness within 3 h of biosynthesis. In subsequent studies, we
additionally demonstrate that the exit of AQP2 from the TGN was independent of
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the adaptor protein GGA, which, in contrast, is needed for sorting of GLUT4 into
the insulin-responsive storage compartment. Although the non-dependence on
GGA could

account for the rapid acquisition of hormone-responsiveness of

newly-synthesized AQP2, another possibility is that the protein rapidly defaulted
to the plasma membrane and underwent endocytosis into the cAMP-responsive
compartment.

This scenario, however, is highly unlikely, since we also

demonstrated that inhibition of endocytosis by expression of a dominantinterfering dynamin mutant did not affect the ability of newly-synthesized AQP2
to rapidly display cAMP-responsiveness. These data are more consistent with a
rapid TGN sorting of AQP2 directly to the cAMP-responsive compartment
without having to initially transit the plasma membrane.
Altogether, this study demonstrated the utility of the adipocyte cell system
in distinguishing between the trafficking properties of GLUT4 and AQP2. It
established the uniqueness of the vasopressin-regulated trafficking of the latter,
which can now be considered as fundamentally and operationally different from
the insulin-regulated trafficking of GLUT4 in muscle and adipose tissue.
Additionally, having indirectly established that the dileucine and phenylalaninebased motifs play non-redundant roles in GLUT4 and AQP2, a more detailed
analysis of the functional domains and mechanisms responsible for distinct
compartmentalization of each transporter is now possible. Efforts can now be
channeled towards identifying the protein and lipid components of each
transporter's sorting machinery. Ultimately, this will expand our molecular
understanding of the role of the trans-Golgi network in directing distinct
trafficking decisions leading to appropriate intracellular compartmentalization.
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Figure 2.2. Co-expression of myc-GLUT4 and wild-type aquaporin 2 (AQP2/WT)
in 3T3-L1 adipocytes. Mature adipocytes were electroporated with 50 µg each of
myc-GLUT4 and AQP2/WT cDNA. After 24 h, the cells were either left untreated
(a-c) or stimulated with 100 nM insulin (d-f) or 50 µM forskolin (g-i) for 20 mins
at 37°C. The specimens were then processed for immunofluorescent microscopy
using a monoclonal anti-myc antibody (Sigma) to label GLUT4 and a custom
made polyclonal anti-AQP2 antibody to detect WT/AQP2. Each panel is a
composite image of representative cells from each condition.
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Figure 2.3. Quantification of GLUT4 and AQP2 translocation in response to
insulin or forskolin stimulation. The response to insulin or forskolin stimulation
was quantified by counting 50 representative cells per condition and taking the
fraction of cells displaying a continuous plasma membrane rim. The extent of
translocation is expressed as a percentage (means ± SE) of cells with a PM ring as
obtained from 3-4 independent experiments.
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Figure 2.4. Representative images of adipocytes co-expressing myc-GLUT4 and
WT/AQP2 showing characteristic localization for each protein. A) XZ and YZ
reconstruction of stimulated cells showing partial colocalization within the
perinuclear region. B) Co-localization of myc-GLUT4 and WT/AQP2 with the cisGolgi marker GM130 and the trans-Golgi marker TGN38. Thick arrows (panel d)
show non-colocalization with GM130 while thin arrows (panel h) signify
colocalization with TGN38.
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Figure 2.5. Colocalization studies comparing WT/AQP2 compartmentalization
with the early endosomal marker EEA1, the human transferrin receptor (TfR) and
vesicle-associated membrane protein 2 (VAMP2). Fully differentiated 3T3-L1
adipocytes were cotransfected with 50 µg of AQP2/WT and 50 µg of EEA1EGFP, human transferrin receptor or VAMP2-EGFP cDNA. 24 hours after
transfection, cells were fixed and processed for immunofluorescent microscopy.
Representative composite images showing AQP2/WT colocalization with EEA1
(panels a-d), hTfR (panels e-h) and VAMP2 (panels i-l) are shown. Arrows
(panels d, h, l) point to overlapping green and red signals, signifying
colocalization.
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Figure 2.6. Effect of isoproterenol, forskolin, IBMX and 8-bromoadenosine 3'5'cyclic monophosphate (8-Br-cAMP) on AQP2 translocation. Fully differentiated
adipocytes were electroporated with 50 µg of AQP2/WT cDNA. 24 hours after
transfection, cells were stimulated with A) isoproterenol (10 nM-100 µM) and
Forskolin (100 nM-100 µM) and B) IBMX (1 µM - 1 mM) and 8-Br-cAMP (1
µM- 1mM) for 20 minutes at 37°C. The cells were then fixed, immunolabeled and
scored by fluorescent microscopy.
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Figure 2.7. Comparison of signaling events that regulate the translocation of
GLUT4 and AQP2 in adipocytes. A) Adipocytes overexpressing GLUT4-EGFP or
WT/AQP2 were treated with either vehicle or latrunculin B and stimulated with
insulin or forskolin. B) Adipocytes were cotransfected with 50 µg of GLUT4EGFP or WT/AQP2 and 200 µg of TC10/T31N cDNAs. 24 hours after recovery,
cells were stimulated with either insulin or forskolin. C) Instead of TC10/T31N,
adipocytes were co-transfected with 200 µg CAPΔSH3 cDNA. D) Adipocytes
overexpressing GLUT4-EGFP or WT/AQP2 were pretreated with 1 nM
wortmannin for 10 minutes before stimulation with insulin or FK. Data presented,
except for 2.7C, are average values from 3 independent experiments.
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Figure 2.8. Expression of WT/AQP2, AQP2/S256D and AQP2/S256A in
adipocytes A) Composite images of representative cells expressing WT/AQP2
(panels a-b), AQP2/S256D (panels c-d) or AQP2/S256A (panels e-f) in basal or
forskolin stimulated conditions. B) 50 representative cells per condition were
scored based on the presence of a PM rim. The result is expressed as the
percentage (means ± SE) of cells showing a PM ring as determined from 3-4
independent experiments.
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Figure 2.9. Time-dependent acquisition of insulin- and FK-stimulated GLUT4 and
AQP2 translocation in adipocytes. A) Mature adipocytes were transfected with 50
µg of GLUT4 cDNA and at the indicated time after electroporation, were
incubated with () or without () 100 nM of insulin for 20 minutes. B) Mature
adipocytes were transfected with 50 µg of WT/AQP2 cDNA and at the indicated
time after electroporation, were incubated with () or without () 50 µM of FK
for 20 minutes. Quantification was done by counting 50 representative
cells/condition and computing the fraction of cells showing a PM rim. The data
presented is obtained from 3-4 independent experiments. This study was done in
collaboration with Dr. Giuseppe Procino from the University of Bari, Italy.
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Figure 2.10. Newly-synthesized AQP2 directly gains access to the cAMPresponsive compartment. Fully mature adipocytes were electroporated with 50 µg
of cDNA encoding WT/AQP2 plus 100 µg of cDNA encoding GFP-Dyn/WT
(solid symbols) or GFP-Dyn/K44A (open symbols). After transfection, cells were
treated with Brefeldin A at 5 µg/ml for 3 hours to allow dynamin expression but
prevent AQP2 exit from the ER. Cells were thern extensively washed to remove
the BFA, and at the time indicated, were incubated with (squares) or without
(circles) 50 µM of forskolin for 20 minutes. The cells were then processed for
confocal microscopy and each condition was scored as previously described. The
study was done in collaboration with Dr. Giuseppe Procino from the University of
Bari, Italy.
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Figure 2.11. Entry of newly-synthesized AQP2 to the cAMP-responsive
compartment is not dependent on GGA. Fully mature adipocytes were
electroporated with 50 µg of cDNA encoding WT/AQP2 plus 100 µg of cDNA
encoding WT/GGA (solid line, red) or dominant-interfering GGA mutant (broken
line, blue). After transfection, cells were incubated at the indicated time, with
(squares) or without (circles) 50 µM of forskolin for 20 minutes. The cells were
then processed for confocal microscopy and each condition was scored as
previously described. The study was done in collaboration with Dr. Giuseppe
Procino from the University of Bari, Italy.
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CHAPTER 3
BIOCHEMICAL AND FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE
CAVEOLAE-ASSOCIATED PROTEIN AHNAK IN ADIPOCYTES

Insulin is a potent anabolic mammalian hormone essential for the
maintenance of normal glucose homeostasis. Binding of insulin to the cell surface
insulin receptor in muscle and adipose tissue leads to the phosphorylation of
several members of the IRS family of insulin receptor substrate proteins,
recruitment and activation of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase and the formation of
phosphatidylinositiol-3,4,5-trisphosphate (PIP3) in the plasma membrane. PIP3 in
turn binds to Akt (protein kinase B) which

becomes activated via

phosphorylation by phosphoinositide-dependent protein kinases 1 and 2.
Although the insulin receptor kinase also regulates other signaling pathways
necessary for increased glucose transport uptake and GLUT4 translocation, it is
well established that Akt activation is fundamentally important based upon studies
in tissue culture, animal models and in a naturally occurring human mutation.
Currently, several direct target substrates for the Akt kinase have been
identified including those that regulate growth, apoptosis, nutrient sensing and
metabolism (63). In the context of GLUT4 trafficking, Akt is suggested to
phosphorylate the Rab-GAP protein AS160 on multiple sites to inhibit its Rab
GTPase activity (84). Constitutive activation or loss of this Rab GTPase activity
results in either an inhibition or stimulation of GLUT4 translocation (62). Other
studies have shown that AS160 is not required for the docking/fusion of GLUT4
transport vesicles with the plasma membrane, suggesting that an insulindependent activation of Rab activity is necessary for an earlier step in the
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translocation process (23). In this regard, a t-SNARE binding protein Synip has
also been recently reported to serve as an Akt-dependent substrate necessary for
the fusion of GLUT4 transport vesicle in the plasma membrane (75).
This chapter presents the results of a proteomic screen that was undertaken
to identify other potential Akt substrates

that may be involved in insulin-

stimulated GLUT4 translocation in 3T3-L1 adipocytes. In this analysis, AHNAK
was identified together with 21 other proteins that carry the Akt phosphorylation
motif RXRXXS/T. AHNAK is a 700 kDa protein that was initially identified as a
nuclear phosphoprotein whose expression was repressed in a human
neuroblastoma cell line. This unusually large protein is a known Akt substrate in
epithelial cells and has reported roles in vesicle trafficking, regulation of ion
channel conductance and maintenance of epithelial cytoarchitecture.

In this

study, the expression and intracellular distribution of AHNAK during
adipogenesis was characterized and a possible biological function for AHNAK in
adipocytes was investigated.

To conclude, a model was put together where

AHNAK is indirectly involved in the translocation of GLUT4 bearing-vesicles by
serving as part of the molecular machinery that keeps cortical actin intact and
closely associated with the plasma membrane.
The Lipid Raft-Associated Protein AHNAK
AHNAK, which is Hebrew for "giant," is a 700 kDa protein first identified
in 1992 as a gene whose transcription is repressed in a neuroblastoma cell line
(86). The protein is rich in apolar and charged residues with a central domain
composed of highly conserved repeating elements that are 128 amino acids long.
Each repeating element is made up of heptad units that follow the pattern
ϕ±ϕP±ϕ±, where ϕ is a hydrophobic residue, ± is a hydrophilic residue and P is
proline. The predicted secondary structure resembles a β-strand with clean
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separation of negatively and positively charged residues. The proposed tertiary
structure is a 7-8 stranded barrel that forms a polyionic rod 1.2 µm long (86).
In studies done on HeLa cells, AHNAK was shown to be a substrate for
Akt phosphorylation in vitro and in vivo (90). The serine residue located at
position 5535 of the C-terminal domain sits within the motif RHRSNSF and is
believed to be the putative phosphorylation site for Akt. In this cell line,
phosphorylation by Akt is suggested to regulate protein localization, allowing it to
translocate from the nucleus to the cytoplasm.
Although the exact cellular function of AHNAK remains unclear, studies
done on different cell systems suggest that it may be involved in several processes
including

ion-channel

remodeling.

regulation, vesicle-trafficking

and

cytoarchitecture

For instance, studies done on cardiomyocytes reveal that the C-

terminal AHNAK domain can effectively sequester the β-subunit of L-type
calcium channels to negatively regulate the channel's ion conductance (26). In
neuronal cells, AHNAK was reported to be a marker for a specific population of
calcium-sensitive vesicles called "enlargeosomes," which are suggested to
function in cell membrane differentiation and repair (8, 18). In polarized epithelial
cells, AHNAK forms a multimeric complex with actin and the annexin2/S100A
complex (6). S100 proteins represent a subgroup of EF-hand calcium-binding
proteins and function in cell growth and motility, cell cycle regulation,
transcription and differentiation. In this study, the siRNA-mediated ablation of
AHNAK expression resulted to stunting of cell growth and flattening of cell
morphology suggesting that in this cellular context, the protein is a key regulator
of cytoskeletal organization. Recently, the minimal annexin 2 binding motif in
AHNAK was mapped to a 20-amino acid peptide stretch in the C-terminal
domain (20).
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The fact that AHNAK is a reported Akt substrate that has not been
studied in the context of insulin signaling provides a compelling impetus for
investigating its role in adipocytes. AHNAK's identification in the proteomic
screen hints to a possible involvement in GLUT4 trafficking and/or insulinmediated transcriptional activation. In the next section, the results of studies
suggesting that AHNAK is a caveolae-associated structural protein that is
essential for cortical actin integrity and insulin-stimulated GLUT4 translocation in
adipocytes will be presented.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell Culture and Electroporation
Murine 3T3-L1 pre-adipocyte cell line was purchased from the American
Type Tissue Culture (ATCC) repository. Cells were maintained in DMEM
supplemented with 25 mM glucose, 10% bovine calf serum and 1%
penicillin/streptomycin at 37°C and 8% CO2. Two days post-confluency,
fibroblasts were induced to differentiate into adipocytes by shifting media into
DMEM supplemented with 25 mM glucose, 10% fetal bovine serum, 1%
penicillin/streptomycin, 1 µg/ml insulin, 0.25 µM dexamethasone and 0.5 mM 3isobutyl-1-methylxanthine (IBMX). After 4 days, the media was shifted to
DMEM with 10% FBS and 1 µg/ml insulin for 4 additional days. Mature
adipocytes at 8 to 12 days post-differentiation were used for all studies. In studies
requiring transient transfection of cells with siRNA or an expression vector,
mature adipocytes were electroporated using the Gene Pulser II (BioRad,
Hercules, CA) with settings of 0.16 kV and 960 microfarads.

After

electroporation, cells were re-plated on collagen coated plates or glass cover slips
and allowed to recover in FBS-supplemented medium.
Reagents and antibodies
The polyclonal KIS antibody targeted against a conserved repeating
element in the central domain of AHNAK was provided by Dr. Jacques Baudier
(22). Antibodies against Akt and phosphorylated Akt (Ser473 and Thr308) were
purchased from Cell Signaling Technology (Danvers, MA). The anti-caveolin 1
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and 2 and annexin 2 antibodies were obtained from Transduction Laboratories
(San Jose, CA). The polyclonal anti-GLUT4 antibody was obtained as previously
described (51). The c-myc antibody was obtained from Santa Cruz Biotechnology
(Santa Cruz, CA). The anti-rabbit and anti-mouse IgG Alexa-Fluor secondary
antibodies were purchased from Molecular Probes, Inc (Carlsbad, CA). The
exofacial myc-tagged GLUT4-EGFP/pcDNA3 and GLUT1-EGFP/pcDNA3 were
constructed as previously described (50). All other chemicals and reagents used
were purchased from Sigma unless otherwise stated.
Western Blotting
For total cell lysates, mature adipocytes were washed twice with ice-cold
PBS and collected in lysis buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, .05%
deoxycholic acid, 1% Triton X-100, 10% glycerol, 2 mM EDTA/EGTA, protease
and phosphatase inhibitor cocktails [Sigma]). Lysates were passed through a 26G
needle and centrifuged for 10 minutes at 2500 rpm in a standard tabletop
centrifuge at 4°C.

Supernatant was collected and protein concentration was

determined using the BioRad (Hercules, CA) protein assay reagent in a 96-well
format. To blot for AHNAK, the lysates were boiled in NuPAGE LDS Sample
Buffer mixed with the NuPAGE Sample Reducing Agent and resolved using the
NuPAGE 3-8% Tris-Acetate Gel from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). Proteins were
blotted onto PVDF membranes using the wet transfer technique at 90 volts for 1.2
h. For experiments looking at other proteins, the lysates were boiled in 1X DTT
Laemmli buffer and transferred

onto PVDF membranes using the semi-dry

technique (BioRad). Membranes were blocked using 1% milk in TBST and
immunoblotted using the appropriate antibodies.
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Subcellular Fractionation
Adipocyte subcellular membrane fractions were obtained by differential
centrifugation. Briefly, mature adipocytes were washed and collected in HES
buffer (20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 1 mM EDTA, 255 mM sucrose, protease and
phosphatase inhibitor cocktails [Sigma]). Cell lysates were prepared by passing
the cell suspension through a ball bearing homogenizer from Isobiotec
(Heidelberg, Germany). Lysates were then centrifuged at 16,000 x g for 20 min at
4 °C. The resulting supernatant was spun at 48,000 x g for 20 min at 4 °C to
retrieve the low speed pellet (LSP). The supernatant was collected for a second
time and centrifuged at 212,000 x g for 75 min at 4 °C to generate the high speed
pellet and cytosol (supernatant) fractions. The crude plasma membrane pellet
obtained after the initial spin was resuspended in HES buffer and layered onto a
1.12 M sucrose cushion and centrifuged at 100,000 x g for 70 min to separate the
nuclei and mitochondrial debris. The plasma membrane layer was isolated from
the sucrose cushion and spun at 48,000 x g for 45 min. All pelleted fractions were
resuspended in RIPA buffer (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, 1% NP40, 0.5% Na-deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, pH 7.4) with protease and phosphatase
inhibitor cocktails.
Plasma Membrane Sheet Assay
After the appropriate treatments, cells were rinsed once with ice-cold PBS
and incubated with 0.5 mg/ml poly-L-lysine in PBS for 30 s. The polycationic
nature of this molecule favors interaction with anionic sites on cell cultures and
the coverslip surface, thereby acting as an adhesive to minimize loss of membrane
sheets. Cells were then rinsed three times in a hypotonic buffer (23 mM KCl, 10
mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 2 mM MgCl2 and 1 mM EGTA) to allow for swelling. Cells
were then fixed by incubating in 2% Paraformaldehyde in PBS for 10 minutes.
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The enlarged cells were then washed and sonicated for 3 seconds in PBS . The
bound plasma membrane sheets were washed twice with PBS and used for
indirect immunofluorescence as described below.
RNA Interference
21-nucleotide siRNA duplexes were designed using the target sequence
5'-AAGAUCUCCAUGCCUGAUGUG-3' corresponding to a highly conserved
sequence of the repeated domains of AHNAK and purchased from Dharmacon
RNA Technologies (Lafayette, CO). The scrambled control sequence used was
5'- CGUCCAUAUACCGGUUCUUUG-3'. For each experiment, 1 nmol of
siRNA for every condition was used for transfection. The cells were allowed to
recover for 72 hours before further studies were carried out.
Indirect Immunofluorescence and Co-localization Studies
Fully-differentiated adipocytes grown on cover slips were fixed using 4%
paraformaldehyde, 0.18% Triton X-100 in PBS for 10 minutes. In the case of
plasma membrane sheets, pre-fixing was done before the cells were sonicated.
After fixing, the specimens were incubated in blocking buffer (1% BSA, 5%
donkey serum in PBS), washed and immunolabeled with the appropriate primary
antibodies for 1 h at 37°C. The cover slips were then washed with phosphate
buffered saline and labeled with the appropriate Alexa fluorophore-conjugated
secondary antibody. After labeling, the cover slips were washed three times and
mounted on slides using Vectashield (Burlingame, CA). Specimens were
evaluated by visualization on a Zeiss LSM510 confocal fluorescent microscope.
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Single-Cell Quantitation
Mature adipocytes transfected with siRNA and myc-GLUT4-GFP or mycGLUT1-GFP were shifted to serum-starving media (DMEM with 0.1% BSA) on
the 55-60th hour post-transfection and allowed to starve for 12-15 hours. After
the appropriate treatments (insulin or vehicle), whole cells were fixed using 4%
paraformaldehyde in PBS for 10 minutes and labeled using a monoclonal antimyc antibody (Sta. Cruz).

After myc labeling, the cells were washed,

permeabilized in 0.18% Triton X-100 for 10 minutes and immunolabeled using
the KIS anti-AHNAK antibody. A third round of labeling wash done using the
Alexa fluorophore-conjugated antibodies. The specimens were then mounted and
evaluated by confocal microcopy. Images of 15 cells per condition were
processed using the Zeiss LSM510 software to determine the ratio of plasma
membrane myc-signal over the total GFP signal.
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RESULTS

AHNAK is enriched in Triton-insoluble fractions obtained from adipocytes.
A crude technique to isolate lipid rafts from mature adipocytes was
developed to procure the specimen for proteomic analysis.

Cells grown on

collagen-coated plates were passively treated with 1% Triton X-100 for 0, 5, 10,
15, 20 and 25 minutes at room temperature. The detergent-insoluble fraction was
collected in RIPA buffer and separated by one-dimensional SDS-PAGE. The
efficiency of detergent extraction

at each time point was determined by

immunoblotting for known raft and non-raft proteins (Figure 3.1A). Treatment
with Triton for 20-25 minutes efficiently extracted non-raft molecules as reflected
by ~90% extraction of transferrin receptor. Additionally, greater extraction of
syntaxin 4 was observed compared to SNAP23. This is in agreement with
previous work on SNARE proteins in adipocytes which show that SNAP23 more
strongly associates with lipid rafts compared to syntaxin 4 (17).
Table 1. Adipocyte lipid raft proteins with RXRXXS/T motif
30 kDa
44 kDa
56 kDa
70 kDa
80 kDa

> 160 kDa

Prohibitin
Ribosomal Protein S3
Citrate Synthase
Sulfide Quinone Reductase-Like
Aspartyl-tRNA Synthetase
Perilipin (KXRXXS)
Lamin A
PL10
Nucleoporin 93
Nucleolin
Brain Glycogen Phosphorylase
Splicing Factor P/Q Rich
Nucleoporin 205
Translocator Promoter Region Protein
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Diacylglycerol-O-Acyltransferase
BCL2-LIKE 3 (RXKXXT)
PCX Protein
Isopeptidase T
Hexokinase II
Nucleoporin 107
eTranslation Initiation Factor 3, sub 9
AHNAK

To obtain the final specimens for proteomic analysis, cultured adipocytes
were stimulated with vehicle or 10 nM of insulin for 20 minutes prior to detergent
extraction using 1% Triton X-100 for 25 minutes. For control, whole cell lysates
from non-detergent treated, basal and insulin stimulated cells were collected in
parallel. All of the fractions were resolved by SDS-PAGE and visualized by
silver-staining. Protein bands from the insulin-stimulated, Triton-insoluble lane on
the silver-stained gel corresponding to bands on an immunoblot that was ran in
parallel and processed using an anti-phosphorylated-Akt antibody were harvested
and sent for LC/MS/MS (Figure 3.1B). From the six protein bands that were sent
for identification, 21 novel proteins with the Akt-phosphorylation motif
RXRXXS/T and 1 known Akt substrate, AHNAK, were identified (Table 1). To
confirm that AHNAK is enriched in Triton-insoluble fractions, I retrospectively
immunoblotted for AHNAK using the same detergent-insoluble lysates that I
obtained while optimizing the protocol for Triton extraction (Figure 3.1A).
AHNAK redistributes to the periphery in association with the plasma
membrane and its expression is down-regulated during adipogenesis in
3T3-L1 cells.
22 proteins with the Akt-phosphorylation motif RXRXXS/T (Table 1)
were identified in a proteomic analysis of Triton X-100-insoluble membrane
fractions obtained from fully differentiated 3T3-L1 adipocytes. AHNAK was
selected for further investigation because although the protein has been reported
as an Akt substrate in polarized epithelial cells, it has not been studied in the
context of insulin signaling and GLUT4 trafficking.

Aside from adipocytes,

robust AHNAK expression has also been documented in insulin-responsive
skeletal muscle cells. It is, thus, plausible that AHNAK, as an Akt substrate,
may have a key role in insulin-regulated GLUT4 exocytosis.
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The initial study determined the expression profile of AHNAK during
differentiation of 3T3-L1 fibroblasts into mature adipocytes. To do this, whole
cell lysates were collected from cells at different stages of differentiation and
immunoblotted for AHNAK and other differentiation markers (Figure 3.2). It is
evident from the Western blot that AHNAK expression is downregulated as
fibroblasts differentiate into mature adipocytes.

Interestingly, annexin 2, which

is reported to form a complex with AHNAK in polarized epithelial

cells,

exhibited a similar profile. Caveolin-1 and GLUT4 were used as markers for
positive upregulation. Using whole cell immunofluorescence, the intracellular
localization of AHNAK was investigated to determine whether the change in
level of expression during differentiation is associated with redistribution of the
protein (Figure 3.3). In MDCK cells, AHNAK redistributes from the cytoplasm to
a cortical localization as cell density increases and cell to cell contacts are
established (6). Since fibroblasts are too flat to allow for conclusive evaluation of
protein localization,

fibroblast monolayers were briefly treated with 0.25%

trypsin to incompletely release the cells from attachment to the cover slip. In
undifferentiated fibroblasts, AHNAK is excluded from the nucleus and is mostly
scattered in the cytoplasm (Figure 3.3, panels a-b). In contrast, AHNAK in mature
adipocytes exhibits a primarily peripheral localization and closely associates with
the plasma membrane (Figure 3.3, panel c). Higher magnification images further
revealed that AHNAK in fully-differentiated adipocytes is not homogenously
juxtaposed to the plasma membrane but is positioned in punctate clusters adjacent
to the plasma membrane (Figure 3.3, panel d). Since the predicted structure of the
protein shows no transmembrane domains and it was initially observed that in
non-permeabilized cells, AHNAK is inaccessible to immunolabeling (data not
shown), the intracellular localization of AHNAK was further investigated by
subcellular fractionation and immunoblotting. Surprisingly, AHNAK partitioned
mostly with the membrane-bound vesicular fraction represented by the high-speed
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and low-speed pellets (Figure 3.4). A very small fraction was identified in the
cytoplasm and no detectable level was seen in either the plasma membrane or the
nuclear/mitochondrial fraction. Actin was used to label the cytoplasm and
caveolin-1 was used to mark the plasma membrane.

The re-distribution of

AHNAK to the periphery during adipogenesis and its and its clear partitioning
with vesicles during fractionation suggest that the protein has an intrinsic affinity
to lipidogenous membranes. Additionally, this could indicate that AHNAK is
particularly involved in vesicular trafficking and in the regulation of
cytoarchitecture in fully differentiated adipocytes.
AHNAK associates with caveolin-enriched microdomains in the plasma
membrane.
The original objective for the proteomic analysis of Triton X-100
insoluble membrane fractions from adipocytes was to identify lipid raft associated
proteins that may be involved in insulin signaling and/or GLUT4 trafficking.
Since lipid rafts were operationally defined in this study as nonionic detergentinsoluble and caveolin-enriched membrane fractions, I investigated the possibility
that AHNAK is naturally associated with caveolar structures in fully
differentiated adipocytes. In separate flotation studies done on MDCK and rat
pheochromocytoma (PC12) cell line, AHNAK has been shown to partition almost
exclusively with caveolin-1 (6, 18). To test whether AHNAK will exhibit the
same property in adipocytes, I prepared plasma membrane sheets from mature
adipocytes and co-labeled with AHNAK and caveolin-2 (Figure 3.5). In
adipocytes, caveolae are known to organize into structured clusters that are
readily identifiable by confocal microscopy. High-resolution images taken from
plasma membrane sheets pre-fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde reveal a strong and
unmistakable co-localization of AHNAK with caveolin-2 (Figure 3.5, panel c).
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Although the fluorescent signal from each protein were more vivid at slightly
different planes, suggesting that the overlap may be a result of stacking, both
proteins formed the elegant rosette structures characteristic of adipocyte caveolae.
Since AHNAK precipitates with membrane-bound vesicles during fractionation, it
seemed counter-intuitive that the protein will remain associated with caveolae
during the preparation of plasma-membrane sheets. The strong association of
AHNAK with caveolae could have resulted, in part, from pre-fixing cells with
paraformaldehyde prior to sonication (see methods) during the preparation of the
membrane sheets. To test this, the co-localization of AHNAK and caveolin-2 was
examined in PM sheets prepared without pre-fixing (Figure 3.5, panels d-f). As
expected, AHNAK association with caveolae was significantly reduced in
membrane sheets prepared from cells sonicated soon after swelling. Looking at
the fluorescent signal from immunolabeled AHNAK, however, the outline of
rosette structures are still discernible, suggesting that AHNAK's association with
the cytoplasmic leaflet of the plasma membrane is primarily facilitated by
caveolar structures. To reconcile these with the results of the cellular fractionation
study, it is quite possible that AHNAK segregated with the vesicular fraction
because it has a stronger affinity to caveolae found in vesicular membranes.
Alternatively, AHNAK's association with the PM could have been disrupted with
the mechanical shearing required to break the cells apart and, by virtue of its size,
AHNAK could have precipitated with the vesicular pellets during the sequential
centrifugation, instead of staying soluble in the cytoplasm. In any case, the results
suggest that AHNAK is a peripheral membrane protein that interacts with the
plasma membrane with low affinity.
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AHNAK association with the plasma membrane is cholesterol-dependent.
Caveolin is a cholesterol-binding protein that can induce and is required
for the formation of plasma membrane caveolae. Reversible disruption and
flattening of these microdomains can be achieved by incubating intact cells with
cholesterol-chelating agents. To investigate the extent by which AHNAK's
association with the plasma membrane is dependent on the presence of intact
caveolae, the effect of cholesterol depletion and caveolar disruption on the
intracellular distribution of AHNAK was further investigated. In polarized canine
epithelial cells, cholesterol sequestration abrogated the observed clustering of
AHNAK at sites of cell to cell contacts (6). A similar effect is likely to be
observed in adipocytes, where AHNAK clustering was documented at membrane
caveolar pits. To extract plasma membrane cholesterol from mature adipocytes,
cells were incubated in 10 mM methyl-β-cyclodextrin at 37°C for 30 minutes
prior to pre-fixing and preparation of plasma membrane sheets (Figure 3.6) or
processing for whole cell immunofluorescence (Figure 3.7). In PM sheets
prepared from cholesterol-depleted cells, total disruption of highly ordered
caveolar structures was apparent (Figure 3.6, panel d). In addition, the membrane
preparations also lost any detectable presence of membrane-associated AHNAK
(Figure 3.6, panel e). Similarly, representative images taken from intact
cholesterol-depleted cells show complete interruption of cortical layering and
marked intracellular redistribution of AHNAK (Figure 3.7, panels c-d). Together,
these data indicate that the association of AHNAK with the plasma membrane in
mature adipocytes is dependent, for the most part, on the presence of cholesterol
and intact caveolae. However, the possibility that the peripheral partitioning of
AHNAK is facilitated by another caveolar resident protein has not been totally
ruled out.
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Down-regulation of AHNAK expression interferes with cortical actin
organization.
The role of AHNAK as a structural molecule is suggested by studies
showing a direct interaction between the protein and the actin-based cytoskeleton.
In cardiomyocytes, the carboxy-terminal region of AHNAK binds G-actin and
cosediments with F-actin (26). In MDCK cells, AHNAK forms a multimeric
complex with actin and annexin 2 and has been implicated in the regulation of the
cytoskeleton as epithelial cells polarize and gain height (6). Since actin is also
known to reorganize during differentiation of 3T3-L1 fibroblasts into mature
adipocytes, AHNAK could be playing a similar role in adipocytes by facilitating
cortical stratification of actin in fully-differentiated adipocytes. To test whether
the association of AHNAK with the cytoplasmic leaflet of the plasma membrane
is dependent on the presence of an intact cortical actin belt, the association of
AHNAK with caveolar pits on plasma membrane sheets prepared from cells pretreated with or without latrunculin B was compared. (Figure 3.8) Latrunculin B is
an actin monomer sequestering agent that disrupts the formation of an actin-based
scaffold (Figure 3.8, panels a and e). In PM sheets prepared from cell pre-treated
with latrunculin B, the association of AHNAK with the plasma membrane is not
affected (Figure 3.8, panels f-h). Both AHNAK and caveolin-2 are maintained in
the characteristic rosette formation suggesting that the caveolae-mediated
association of AHNAK with the plasma membrane is not dependent on the
presence of an intact cortical actin scaffold. Representative confocal images taken
from intact cells pre-treated with or without latrunculin B and immunolabeled for
AHNAK confirm that disruption of cortical actin has no effect on the intracellular
localization of the protein (Figure 3.9). We then investigated whether AHNAK
plays a role in the maintenance of the cortical actin belt by abrogating the
expression of the protein using small-interfering RNA oligonucleotides targeted
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against a highly-conserved sequence in the central repeating domain of AHNAK.
The technique effectively and specifically depleted AHNAK levels in mature
adipocytes as reflected by a representative Western blot looking at AHNAK,
annexin 2 and a TGN-resident protein p115 (Figure 3.10A). By confocal
microscopy, the efficient downregulation of AHNAK expression was also
apparent, with cells showing very little or almost no detectable labeling of
AHNAK (Figure 3.10B, panels a and d). Concomitant labeling of actin was done
using rhodamine-conjugated phalloidin to observe the effect of AHNAK
downregulation on cortical actin organization. In cells where expression of
AHNAK was almost totally abrogated (Figure 3.10B, panel d), the effect on
cortical actin was strikingly marked, with actin redistributing to the cytoplasm and
the cortical belt appearing indistinct and nebulous and almost completely
disrupted (Figure 4D, panel e). In cells where AHNAK was not as efficiently
depleted and immunolabeling shows residual expression of the protein (Figure
3.10B, panel d, arrowheads), the effect on cortical actin was more subtle. The
cells, in this condition, may show some blurring of the actin-based scaffold or, in
most cases, will exhibit uneven layering of cortical actin (Figure 3.10B, panel e,
arrowheads). A distinct structure called Cav-actin has been described in
adipocytes to signify the unique association of actin with caveolar rosettes in this
cell system (49). Since AHNAK depletion profoundly affects the formation of
cortical actin, it is quite possible that cav-actin structures are also altered when
AHNAK expression is inhibited. To test this, cells transfected with scramble or
AHNAK-specific siRNA and triple-labeled for caveolin-2, actin and AHNAK
were evaluated for the presence of cav-actin (Figure 3.11). As expected, in cells
where AHNAK is efficiently depleted, the formation of cav-actin structure was
significantly reduced. Although residual actin can still be detected within caveolar
rosettes (Figure 3.11, panel f), it is markedly diminished compared to AHNAK-
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expressing cells. Altogether, data from these studies suggest that AHNAK plays a
structural role in adipocytes by keeping the cortical actin intact.
AHNAK is essential for insulin-regulated GLUT4 translocation.
Current models of membrane trafficking events generally recognize an
important role for the cytoskeleton in facilitating the movement of cargo-loaded
vesicles to and from the plasma membrane. In the case of GLUT4, several lines of
evidence suggest that insulin-stimulated actin remodeling is a key requirement for
the effective mobilization and PM translocation of GLUT4-bearing vesicles. Early
studies examining the role of actin in insulin signaling demonstrated that
depolymerization of cortical actin can effectively inhibit insulin-induced glucose
uptake and GLUT4 translocation. Additionally, treatment with actin sequestering
agents have been shown to adversely affect the integrity of the GLUT4 storage
compartment. In the PI3K-independent pathway of insulin signaling that leads to
GLUT4 translocation, the downstream effector TC10 is a well-recognized
regulator of actin organization and it is thought that the insulin-induced dynamic
actin rearrangement needed for GLUT4 translocation is partly facilitated by the
caveolae-restricted TC10. AHNAK, by virtue of its role in maintaining the
integrity of cortical actin, could be indirectly involved in the translocation of
GLUT4-containing vesicles to the plasma membrane in response to insulin. In
studies done on epithelial cells, AHNAK has been characterized as an Akt
substrate, both in vitro and in vivo (95). To examine whether AHNAK has any
role in insulin signaling that leads to Akt activation, insulin-stimulated Akt
activation in cells depleted of AHNAK was evaluated. (Figure 3.12). The results
of the study showed no significant differences in Akt activation, as suggested by
equivalent phosphorylation of Akt at serine 273 and threonine 308 in response to
insulin stimulation, between control and siRNA-treated cells. This suggests that
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the role of AHNAK on GLUT4 translocation, if any, is implemented downstream
of Akt.
The effect of reduction in AHNAK expression on GLUT4 translocation
was then evaluated by confocal microscopy. Fully differentiated adipocytes were
co-transfected with myc-GLUT4-GFP and either scrambled siRNA or AHNAKspecific siRNA. As a separate control to evaluate the specificity of any effect for
GLUT4, a parallel study was done in cells co-transfected with myc-GLUT1-GFP.
72 hours after electroporation, the cells were serum-starved, stimulated with
vehicle or insulin, and processed for microscopy. For every condition, the fraction
of the total cell population that was able to mobilize GLUT4 in response to insulin
stimulation was evaluated by randomly selecting 50 cells per condition and
scoring for the presence or absence of a green fluorescent plasma membrane rim.
This PM rim represents signal emanating from GFP and signifies GLUT4 that is
localized to the plasma membrane. In conditions where AHNAK was depleted,
an average of approximately 45% of cells were able to induce translocation of
GLUT4 in response to insulin (Figure 3.13). As expected, myc-GLUT1-GFP
defaulted to the plasma membrane and AHNAK depletion and insulin stimulation
did not have any significant effect on its localization.
To test the possibility that some cells were still able to translocate GLUT4
after AHNAK depletion because of the varying efficiency of AHNAK
knockdown between cells, adipocytes were individually evaluated for their
capacity to mobilize GLUT4 in response to insulin. Briefly, cells overexpressing
myc-GLUT4-GFP were fixed and labeled using an anti-myc antibody shortly after
stimulation with vehicle or insulin. The myc epitope in GLUT4 was cloned in the
first exofacial loop of the transporter and will only be accessible for labeling
when GLUT4 is situated at the plasma membrane. After myc-labeling, the cells
were permeabilized, labeled with anti-AHNAK antibody and processed for
immunofluorescent microscopy. For every cell selected for quantitation, the
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myc/GFP ratio was computed, where myc is a measure of the fluorescent signal
from GLUT4 located on the plasma membrane, and GFP is a measure of total
GLUT4 population in a cell. As in the previous experiment, a parallel study was
done in cells overexpressing myc-GLUT1-GFP. For control cells electroporated
with scrambled siRNA,

15 cells were randomly selected for single-cell

quantitation. In the case of AHNAK-depleted cells, 15 adipocytes with ~90%
depletion of AHNAK were selected for quantitation. Insulin stimulation resulted
to a 20 fold increase in membrane localized GLUT4 in control cells transfected
with scrambled siRNA (Figure 3.14). In contrast, GLUT4 translocation in
response to insulin stimulation was totally impaired in cells where AHNAK is
efficiently depleted. As expected, GLUT1 defaulted to the plasma membrane and
insulin stimulation and AHNAK depletion did not show any significant effect.
Evidently, the effect of AHNAK depletion on GLUT4 translocation will manifest
only after a certain threshold of downregulation is reached. Take together, the
results of these studies suggest that AHNAK in adipocytes is an essential
component of the molecular machinery that facilitates insulin-stimulated GLUT4
exocytosis.
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DISCUSSION

One aspect of the expanding role of caveolae in insulin signaling and
GLUT4 trafficking in adipocytes is their involvement in the regulation of the
actin-based cytoskeleton. During adipocyte differentiation, the development of
highly structured caveolae occurs concomitantly with the formation of a cortical
actin lining adjacent to the plasma membrane (45). In fully-differentiated
adipocytes, a unique F-actin structure called cav-actin has been documented to
enucleate from organized caveolar rosettes (48). While the biological significance
of cav-actin remains unclear, it provides a morphological link to suggest that
caveolar microdomains are important for dynamic actin reorganizaton. Recently,
a more concrete connection between caveolae and actin regulation was
established when the functionality of TC10, a potent actin regulator, was found to
be dependent on its compartmentalization within caveolar microdomains (104).
In this study, AHNAK was introduced as a caveolae-associated structural
protein in adipocytes that is essential for cortical actin stability and translocation
of GLUT4. Studies done on polarized epithelial cells characterized AHNAK as a
cytosolic protein associated with the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane (6). In
MDCK cells, AHNAK redistributes from the cytosol to the plasma membrane at
sites of cell-cell contacts before spreading all over the plasma membrane (6, 91).
AHNAK undergoes a similar redistribution pattern as fibroblasts differentiate
into mature adipocytes. Additionally, AHNAK's expression is negatively
regulated during adipogenesis. These findings may be interpreted as indications
for a more specialized function for AHNAK in terminally differentiated
adipocytes. AHNAK's redistribution to the plasma membrane is comparable to the
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dramatic reorganization of stress fiber type F-actin in preadipocytes to cortical Factin in mature adipocytes. When taken in consideration of the fact that in other
cell systems, AHNAK and actin have been shown to physically interact, it seems
reasonable to speculate that AHNAK is part of the molecular machinery that
supports the characteristic cytoarchitecture of the mature adipocyte (50).
The precipitation of AHNAK with membrane-bound vesicles during
subcellular fractionation

was unexpected and suggests that AHNAK has a

biochemical propensity to interact with lipidogenous membranes. This data agrees
with the results of fractionation studies done using the PC12 pheochromocytoma
cell line. Borgonovo et al illustrated that in neuroendocrine cells, AHNAK is a
specific marker for a unique population of vesicles called enlargeosomes that may
be involved in cell differentiation and membrane repair (8). In

adipocytes,

however, the association of AHNAK with the vesicular fraction could just be a
reflection of its lipophilic nature. The proposed structure of the protein depicting
a polyionic rod 1.2 µm long is compatible with the results of our
immunofluorescent

studies

showing

punctate

collections

of

AHNAK

approximately 1 µm in diameter clustered beneath the plasma membrane.
Shtivelman et al. suggested that because of the polyionic nature of the protein,
molecules of AHNAK may form aggregates to share a restricted space. A more
compelling point, however, is the fact that the size of vesicles, which are in the
order of 50-100 nm, precludes them from being adequately resolved by light
microscopy. Although it is possible that the well resolved AHNAK signal
observed are clusters of vesicles docked on the plasma membrane, based on what
is known regarding the intracellular distribution of various endosomal markers
and the insulin-responsive GLUT4 compartment in adipocytes, it is difficult
envision any known vesicular protein that may have this illustrated type of
distribution.
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The strong association with caveolar rosettes that was observed on plasma
membrane preparations and the peripheral localization that was apparent on whole
cell immunofluorescent studies confirm that AHNAK in adipocytes is a peripheral
membrane protein naturally associated with the plasma membrane. The data also
suggests that AHNAK's cortical localization is primary facilitated by direct or
indirect interaction with intact caveolae or a resident caveolar protein. When PM
sheets were prepared without pre-fixing, the preparations lost most of the
associated AHNAK.

Similarly, when caveolae were disrupted by depleting

membrane cholesterol, the plasma membrane association was lost and AHNAK
redistributed intracellularly. These results complement published data on MDCK
and PC12 cells showing that AHNAK co-fractionates with caveolin in membrane
flotation gradient studies (6, 18). Cholesterol depletion in these cells also resulted
to peripheral dissociation of AHNAK suggesting that the cholesterol dependence
of its membrane association is universal.
Several groups have suggested that AHNAK is a structural protein that
functions in conjunction with actin to support cellular architecture. Depletion of
AHNAK in adipocytes did not result in any obvious morphological phenotype but
did alter the organization of cortical actin. Previously, our group described a
unique association between caveolae and actin in adipocytes and suggested a role
for caveolar structures in the formation of F-actin in the plasma membrane (48).
The results the current studies suggest the AHNAK may be the anchor that links
F-actin to membrane caveolae. The reduction in AHNAK expression induced by
siRNA may have interrupted the "molecular glue" that stabilized cortical actin and
held it in apposition with the plasma membrane. Along the same line, the
inhibitory effect of AHNAK depletion on GLUT4 translocation could be a
consequence of cortical actin destabilization. Insulin-induced remodeling of the
actin-based cytoskeleton is generally recognized as an essential prerequisite to
GLUT4 translocation. AHNAK, by keeping cortical actin in the right position, is
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most likely indirectly involved in GLUT4 exocytosis. The membrane localization
of AHNAK in MDCK cells is facilitated by direct physical interaction with the
actin-associated protein annexin 2 (6). Recently, Huang et al described annexin 2
as a thiazolidinedione-responsive gene essential for GLUT4 translocation (29).
Although the authors did not speculate on a possible mechanism, the current study
raises the possibility that annexin 2 forms a complex with AHNAK in adipocytes
to buttress cortical actin to the plasma membrane.
In conclusion, the results of the studies presented support a model where
AHNAK in adipocytes is a molecular bolt that anchors the cortical actin scaffold
to the plasma membrane at sites of caveolar formations. The inherent affinity of
AHNAK to vesicular membranes may indicate that AHNAK also has a role in
vesicle trafficking, particularly at adapting docked vesicle to the cytoskeleton and
to sites of membrane fusion. However, the present study suggests the AHNAK's
involvement in GLUT4 trafficking is indirect and likely mediated through its role
in stabilizing cortical actin. Additionally, the fact that AHNAK has been
characterized as an Akt substrate opens the possibility that the reported insulininduced dynamic reorganization of cortical actin is facilitated via direct regulation
of AHNAK.
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Figure 3.1. Collection of adipocyte lipid raft fractions for proteomic analysis. A)
Mature adipocytes were incubated in 1% Triton X-100 in PBS for 0, 5, 10, 15, 20
and 25 minutes. The Triton insoluble fraction was collected in RIPA buffer and 10
µg of total protein per condition was resolved by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotted
for transferrin receptor (TfR), syntaxin 4 (Syn4), SNAP23 and caveolin-1 (Cav-1).
B) Adipocytes in basal and insulin stimulated conditions were incubated in vehicle
or 1% Triton X-100 for 25 minutes at room temperature. The specimens were then
collected in RIPA buffer and 10 µg of total protein were resolved by SDS-PAGE
and immunoblotted using a phosphorylated-Akt substrate antibody. Contrast was
adjusted for the last two lanes to highlight the bands which were picked for
identification. The bands on a separate silver-stained gel corresponding to the
bands on the immunoblot were harvested and sent for LC/MS/MS.
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Figure 3.2. AHNAK is downregulated during adipogenesis. Whole cell lysates
were collected from cells at 0, 4, 8 and 12 days after differentiation. 30 µg of total
protein per condition were resolved by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotted for
AHNAK and annexin 2. GLUT4 and caveolin-1 were used as markers for
upregulation.
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Figure 3.3. AHNAK redistributes as fibroblasts differentiate into mature adipocytes.
Fibroblasts were either directly fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde (panel a) or pre-treated
with 0.25% Trypsin for 20 seconds prior to fixation (panel b), immunolabeled for
AHNAK (green) and processed for fluorescent microscopy. DAPI was used to label the
nucleus. Mature adipocytes at 12 days after initiation of differentiation were similarly
processed after direct fixation (panels c and d). Arrowheads point to clusters of
AHNAK in adipocytes that are apposed to the plasma membrane. The scale bar is
equivalent to 10 µm.
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Figure 3.4. AHNAK partitions with the particulate fraction during differential
centrifugation. Mature adipocytes at 8-12 days post-differentiation were collected
for differential centrifugation to separate the nuclear/mitochondrial (N/M),
cytoplasmic (C), low-speed pellet (LSP), high-speed pellet (HSP) and plasma
membrane (PM) fractions. 30 µg of protein from each fraction were resolved by
SDS-PAGE and immunoblotted for AHNAK, caveolin-1 and actin.
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Figure 3.5. AHNAK associates with caveolae in mature adipocytes. Plasma
membrane sheets were prepared from fully mature adipocytes that were pretreated with (panels a-c) or without (panels d-f) 2% paraformaldehyde in PBS for
10 minutes prior to sonication. The membrane preparations were immunolabeled
and processed for fluorescent confocal microscopy to compare the localization of
caveolin-2 (panels a and d) and AHNAK (panels b and e). These are representative
images from three independent experiments.
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Figure 3.6. Cholesterol depletion disrupts the association of AHNAK with the
plasma membrane. Mature adipocytes were treated with or without 10 mM
methyl-β-cyclodextrin for 30 min to deplete membrane cholesterol. After MβCD
treatment, plasma membrane sheets were prepared and processed for confocal
microscopy. Immunolabeling was done using anti-caveolin-2 (panels a and d) and
anti-AHNAK antibodies (panel b and e).
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Figure 3.7. Cholesterol depletion induces intracellular redistribution of AHNAK.
Whole cells treated with (panels c and d) or without MβCD (panels a and b) were
fixed, permeabilized, labeled with anti-AHNAK antibody and subjected to
confocal microscopy. The images presented are representative of three
independently performed experiments. The scale bar is equivalent to 10 µm in
length.
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Figure 3.8. Association of AHNAK with caveolae is independent of cortical actin.
Plasma membrane sheets were prepared from mature adipocytes treated with or
without 20 µM of latrunculin B for 120 minutes to disrupt cortical actin. A
separate preparation of whole cells was labeled in parallel using rhodaminephalloidin (panels a and e) to ascertain disruption of the actin-based cytoskeleton.
The membrane preparations were immunolabeled using anti-caveolin-2 (panels b
and f) and anti-AHNAK (panels c and g) antibodies.
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Figure 3.9. Disruption of cortical actin does not affect the association of AHNAK
with the plasma membrane. Whole cells treated with or without latrunculin B were
fixed, labeled using anti-AHNAK antibody and processed for confocal
microscopy. The scale bar presented is equal to 10 µm.
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Figure 3.10. AHNAK depletion causes disruption of cortical actin. A) Fully
differentiated adipocytes were transfected with 2 nM of either random siRNA (Ccontrol) or AHNAK-specific siRNA (KD-knockdown). 72 hours after, whole cell
lysates were collected and 30 µg of total protein were resolved by SDS-PAGE and
immunoblotted for AHNAK, p115 and annexin 2. B) Fully differentiated
adipocytes transfected with either random (panels a-c) or AHNAK-specific siRNA
(panels d-f) were fixed, permeabilized and labeled using anti-AHNAK antibody
(panels a and d) and rhodamine-phalloidin (panels b and e). Arrowheads indicate
the outline of a cell with incomplete depletion of endogenous AHNAK.
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Figure 3.11. Depletion of AHNAK disrupts Cav-actin formation. Mature
adipocytes were transfected with 2 nM of either random siRNA or AHNAKspecific siRNA. 72 hours after transfection, cells were fixed, permeabilized and
labeled using rhodamine-conjugated phalloidin, anti-caveolin 2 and anti-AHNAK
antibodies. Alexa green and blue-fluorophore conjugated secondary antibodies
were use to visualize caveolin-2 and AHNAK. Images were taken by focusing at
the adherent surface of representative cells to visualize the caveolar rosette
formations.
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Figure 3.12. AHNAK depletion does not affect insulin-mediated Akt activation.
Mature adipocytes were electroporated with 2 nmol of scramble (M-mock
condition) or AHNAK-specific siRNA (KD-knockdown). On the 60th hour posttransfection, cells were shifted into serum-starving media for 12 hours. The cells
were then stimulated with vehicle (B-basal) or 10 nM of insulin (I-insulin) for 20
minutes. Whole cell lysates were collected and 30 mg of total protein per
condition were resolved by SDS-PAGE. a) Lysates from basal condition were
immunoblotted for AHNAK and actin to confirm specific knockdown by siRNA.
b) Lysates from basal and insulin stimulated conditions were immunoblotted for
total Akt and phosphorylated Akt (serine 473 and threonine 308).
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Figure 3.13. AHNAK downregulation inhibits insulin-stimulated GLUT4
translocation. Fully differentiated 3T3-L1 adipocytes were electroporated with 50
mg of myc-GLUT4-eGFP or myc-GLUT1-eGFP cDNA plus 2 nmol of scramble
or AHNAK-specific siRNA. 72 hours later, the cells were stimulated with vehicle
or 100 nM insulin for 20 minutes and processed for immunofluorescent
microscopy. 50 cells per condition were counted for the presence of a plasma
membrane GFP rim. The data presented is equivalent to the average ± SD of three
independent experiments
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Figure 3.14. Single cell quantitation of GLUT4 translocation after AHNAK
depletion. Fully differentiated adipocytes were electroporated with 50 mg of mycGLUT4-eGFP or myc-GLUT1-eGFP cDNA plus 2 nmol of scramble or AHNAKspecific siRNA. 72 hours later, the cells were stimulated with vehicle or 100 nM
insulin for 20 minutes and processed for single cell immunofluorescent microscopy.
A) Representative images of control cells selected for quantitation. B)
Representative images of AHNAK-depleted cells selected for quantitation. C) 15
cells per condition were evaluated using the Zeiss LSM510 software to compute for
the ratio of plasma membrane myc signal over total GFP signal. The data presented
is equivalent to the average ± SD of three independent experiments
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS

The vasopressin-regulated translocation of AQP2 in renal epithelial cells and
the insulin-regulated exocytosis of GLUT4 in muscle and adipose tissue are
supported by fundamentally different molecular machineries.
Spatial segregation of GLUT4 and AQP2 in specialized, insulin or
cAMP-responsive compartments represents one

central aspect of hormone

regulated exocytosis. The identification of identical putative trafficking signals in
GLUT4 and AQP2 suggested that regulated translocation of both proteins may be
facilitated by the same basic molecular effectors operating in different cellular
contexts. Using the 3T3-L1 adipocyte cell system, the study presented provides
compelling evidence to argue against this hypothesis.
Sorting signals in proteins direct peptide molecules to the appropriate
cellular address. In some cases, protein signals lie in a discrete stretch of amino
acid sequence that will direct a protein to a specific destination in the cell. Some
established signal sequences include those that direct import and export from the
nucleus and import and return to the ER. A more complicated variety of sorting
signal involves a specific three-dimensional arrangement of atoms on the surface
of a properly folded protein. The amino acids that comprise a signal patch may be
distant from one another based on the primary structure of a protein.
A reasonable approach to test whether there is functional overlap between
the reported dileucine and phenylalanine-based sorting motifs in GLUT4 and
AQP2 is to directly compare the trafficking of the two transporters in an adequate
cell system. When AQP2 and GLUT4 were co-expressed in adipocytes, the
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proteins were partitioned in separate compartments that were uniquely responsive
to either insulin or forskolin. Temporally, newly-synthesized AQP2 gained direct
access to the cAMP-responsive compartment sooner than it took newlysynthesized GLUT4 to enter the insulin-responsive compartment. Furthermore,
unlike GLUT4, the exit of AQP2 from the TGN was independent of GGA.
Collectively, these differences in biosynthetic sorting and processing suggest that
regulated trafficking of GLUT4 and AQP2 are naturally facilitated by nonidentical molecular machineries.

The functions of the LL and phenyalanine-

based motifs, if any, are most likely unique for each protein transporter. In
theory, this could be achieved if each motif functions as part of different signaling
patches, allowing identical motifs to subserve incongruent roles in directing the
trafficking of GLUT4 and AQP2.
Finally, although adipocytes do not express AQP2, the segregation of the
water channel in a cAMP-responsive compartment when overexpressed curiously
suggest that adipocytes naturally support the cAMP-regulated trafficking of an
unknown molecule. A possible candidate from the aquaporin family is AQP7, a
glycerol channel expressed in adipose tissue. Unfortunately, a preliminary study
looking at the subcellular localization of AQP7 by immunofluorescent
microscopy revealed that the protein defaults to the plasma membrane. A more
extensive review of available literature did not lead to any known adipokine or
membrane protein in adipocyte that is secreted or translocated in response to
increases in intracellular cAMP. Thus, it will be interesting to perform a
proteomic analyses of the cAMP-responsive compartment using AQP2 as a
marker and as a tool for isolation.
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AHNAK is a molecular scaffold in adipocytes that anchors cortical F-actin to
the plasma membrane at sites of caveolar formation.
The cellular cytoskeletal network is an essential component of various
trafficking systems that support the movement of cargo-loaded vesicles to and
from the plasma membrane (14). In the context of glucose uptake in muscle and
adipose tissue, both the actin and microtubule-based cytoskeleton has been shown
to play a role in the regulated exocytosis of the facilitative glucose transporter
GLUT4 (5, 8, 12). In non-stimulated states, GLUT4 is effectively retained in
intracellular storage compartments that are primarily composed of small transport
vesicles dispersed beneath the plasma membrane (3, 6). Cytoskeleton perturbing
reagents such as latrunculin and nocodazole disrupt the trafficking of these
storage vesicles and impair insulin-stimulated GLUT4 exocytosis, suggesting that
the cytoskeleton is crucial for the maintenance and retention of GLUT4-bearing
compartments (4, 13). Additionally, insulin-induced dynamic rearrangement of
filamentous actin is necessary for re-routing GLUT4 to the plasma membrane
(11). This remodeling is likely mediated by two downstream effectors of insulin
signaling, phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) and the Rho-family small GTPbinding protein TC10 (8). PI3K, by altering the phosphoinositide composition of
the plasma membrane, may facilitate the recruitment and activation of known
actin regulators such as the ARF family proteins (2). The caveolae-restricted
TC10, on the other hand, can bind several potential effectors including the neural
Wiscott-Aldrich syndrome protein (N-WASP) and atypical protein kinase C
(aPKC λ/ζ), both of which are directly involved in the regulation of the actin
cytoskeleton in various cell types (7, 9, 15).
In adipocytes, the plasma membrane association of AHNAK was
restricted to the caveolin-enriched rosettes structures that are composed of multiple
individual caveolae that are spatially organized into large ring-like structures (16).
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These large domains appear to be focal sites of cortical F-actin attachment to the
plasma membrane and are conceptually and perhaps functionally related to focal
adhesion sites in fibroblasts (10). The association of AHNAK with these structures
appears to be of relatively low affinity as AHNAK was readily released following
sonication

or

cell

homogenization

but

could

be

preserved

following

paraformaldehyde cross linking. Although it was reported that AHNAK is a
specific marker for a unique population of vesicles called enlargeosomes that may
be involved in cell differentiation and membrane repair in PC12 cells (1), the data
is more consistent with AHNAK having a propensity to interact with lipidogenous
membranes which allow it to associate with various intracellular membrane-bound
vesicles when released from lipid raft microdomains. As in MDCK cells therefore,
AHNAK in adipocyte is likely functioning as part of the molecular machinery that
supports the characteristic cytoarchitecture of the mature adipocyte.
In this regard, depolymerization of cortical actin had no significant effect
on the formation of caveolin-enriched rosette structures nor the association of
AHNAK with caveolae, indicating that AHNAK localization is not dependent on
F-actin. In contrast, disruption of the caveolin-enriched rosettes by cholesterol
depletion resulted in a near complete loss of AHNAK from the plasma membrane
and subsequent association with intracellular membrane-bound, vesicular
compartments. Thus, the caveolin-enriched rosettes provide the necessary
interactions sites for the association of AHNAK with the plasma membrane. In
addition, siRNA reduction of AHNAK protein resulted in the loss of cortical Factin organization without affecting the total amount of monomeric actin protein
in the cells. The simplest model that accounts for these finding is that AHNAK
provides a scaffolding function linking, either directly or indirectly, the caveolinenriched rosettes with F-actin thereby generating the Cav-actin structures.
Several problems were encountered in determining the effect of insulinstimulation on AHNAK in adipocytes. In terms of phosphorylation, the available
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phospho-specific antibody, designed against human AHNAK, did not react
consistently with endogenous AHNAK from 3T3-L1 adipocytes. Although it was
clear from immunoblotting with the phospho-AHNAK antibody that there is basal
phosphorylation of the protein, the effect of insulin stimulation has not been
consistent. Additionally, insulin stimulation seemed to result to fragmentation or
degradation of endogenous AHNAK, based on the immunoblot of total AHNAK.
This precludes conclusive evaluation of changes in level of phosphorylation of
AHNAK with insulin-stimulation. Alternative approaches using a custom-made
phospho-specific antibody against mouse AHNAK will be essential to further
investigate whether AHNAK is a downstream Akt effector in adipocytes.
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